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HOW TO ATTEND
SLED ISLAND

FESTIVAL DISCOVERY PASS I $199
Our first recommendation for anyone wanting the full 
festival experience. Armed with a Festival Discovery Pass, 
you’ll have access to all Sled Island events, subject to 
capacity. Really can’t go wrong with this one! Available at 
sledisland.com.

DISCOVERY PLUS PASS I $349
This option provides you with all of the Festival Discovery 
Pass benefits as well as a few more, including: priority 
access to all Sled Island events (skip the line!), subject to 
capacity, Artist Lounge privileges, a Sled Island delegate bag 
and more! Available at sledisland.com.

ALL AGES PASS I $50
Created specifically for our “under 18” buddies, an All Ages 
Pass offers full access to the all ages venues. Please note 
that the All Ages Pass is for holders under 18 years old only.

OLYMPIC PLAZA TICKETS I $40 FRI/ 
$40 SAT
Olympic Plaza is the festival’s main outdoor venue fea-
turing headliner performances. Guarantees entrance for a 
single day to the outdoor main stage at Olympic Plaza. This 
is a licensed event with an outdoor beer garden. Welcome 
to all ages! 

FLAMES CENTRAL TICKETS I $30 FRI/ 
$30 SAT
One of the premier large venues in Calgary, Flames Cen-
tral features performances by Joel Plaskett Emergency 
and guests on Friday, June 20 and St. Vincent and guests 
on Saturday, June 21. Ticket holders are guaranteed 
access.

SINGLE SHOW TICKETS
A limited number of advance tickets are available for select 
shows throughout the festival. Advance tickets guarantee 
entrance into those shows. See the website for a complete 
listing of shows with advance tickets on sale now.

Advance tickets for Olympic Plaza, Flames Central and 
more are available at sledisland.com and at select retail 
outlets including: Sloth Records, Lukes Drug Mart, Purr - 
Kensington and Grass Roots.

WALK-UP TICKETS
Door tickets are available for those looking to catch 
last-minute action, show up early to get in! Prices Vary. 
Available at all venues during the festival subject to 
capacity. 

RETURNING FOR THE EIGHTH YEAR, SLED ISLAND IS AN ANNUAL INDEPENDENT 
MUSIC AND ARTS FESTIVAL FEATURING OVER 200 BANDS PLUS FILM, VISUAL 
ART, COMEDY AND SPECIAL EVENTS ACROSS 30+ VENUES IN CALGARY, ALBERTA 
FROM JUNE 18-22, 2014. WE OFFER A NUMBER OF WAYS TO EXPLORE AND 
DISCOVER THIS STAGGERING AMOUNT OF MUSIC AND ART AND EVERYTHING 
ELSE THAT GOES DOWN OVER THESE FIVE JAM-PACKED DAYS.
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KATHLEEN HANNA 
GUEST CURATOR 

Finally someone asked me to curate something! It ’s like waiting for the softball 
trophy you think you deserve but someone more athletic than you always gets it. 
I deserve this! Okay, that doesn’t sound very humble. But, I am humble. Humble 
and honoured that I was allowed to ask my favorite comedian, Hari Kondabolu, 
to perform, which means I’ll get to see him live again! Okay, that’s selfish. I 
asked people to perform who I want to see live myself. 

Like the best ever band used to be GRAVY TRAIN, but when they broke up I 
didn’t cry, because I know that from death comes life, and like a phoenix from 
the flame, the split gave us two great bands, HUNX AND HIS PUNX and THE 
YOUNGER LOVERS, both performing very different sets on the very same night at 
Sled Island. Magic.

Again, from death comes life and from change comes beauty and from risk, 
well, from risk comes Sled Island. Because it ’s really not easy to pull something 
like this off  and I am truly thrilled to be involved.

Besides the other bands I was able to get on board (Screaming Females, 
Mindtroll, Roman Polanski’s Baby), I am also curating an art show, entitled 
In Light of  It, at Contemporary Calgary that opens June 19th from 6-9pm. It 
features four amazing artists who all know that art without humor is like music 
without a great curator. Okay, curating a bit of  Sled Island has obviously given 
me a big head, but mostly I’m excited. This is gonna be fucking great!

SHAWN PETSCHE
SLED ISLAND FESTIVAL MANAGER

It ain’t easy being Sled… 
It ’s not what you think, though. Sure, last year the waters rose, flooding our 

city and leaving behind a trail of  destruction and heartache and a cancelled 
festival, but the decision to move forward this year was an easy one. When 70% 
of pass holders choose to forgo or re-invest their refund, and artists, venues, 
volunteers and partners rally for a show of truly humbling support, well that 
elephant in the room very quickly becomes just one of  the wild animals in the ark 
sailing determinedly toward a better Sled Island. It is important. 

Just about a month before this year’s festival, our 2014 guest curator, 
Kathleen Hanna, announced that she’d be undergoing a difficult 3-month 
treatment for a relapse with Lyme Disease, necessitating the cancellation of  all 
of  her festival appearances. It seems soul-crushingly unfair that while an artist 
of  such vision, a true inspiration to the festival and so many of  our acts, is facing 
hardship, that we’ve been asked only to carry out the simplest of  tasks: see her 
thoughtful programming choices across music, film, art and comedy through. It 
is collaborative. 

More broadly, there’s the geographic reality of  our festival here in Calgary, far 
from the major centres that anchor the well-trodden tour routes of, well, most 
bands outside of  Western Canada. That’s kind of  a blessing, though, facilitating 
an artistic choice through a logistical reality: Sled Island will never have the 
“Flaming Lips +10” cookie-cutter line-ups of  other music festivals programmed 
in the last ten years. It is different. 

See, that’s the hard part - it ’s different. Sled Island is overflowing with such a 
staggering amount of  passionate, hard-working, thoughtful true believers in the 
power of  music; those who know that as often as it is reduced to the soundtrack 
of  a commercial or turned into a click-bait promotion, it remains the most 
precious of  things; something deserving of  more. Music is a community builder, 
a rally-arounder, an awe-inspirer…and frankly, a life-changer. If  you’re reading 
this, you’re likely either a true believer or soon to be one.

Sled Island itself  is a lot of  things. One of  those things is a genuine tribute to 
all of  you taking part in this: artists, music fans, real supporters, and those with 
a curious and open heart. It ’s yours, which, by definition, makes it a very difficult 
but absolutely imperative thing to do right.

It ain’t easy...but it sure is magical, isn’t it?

CURaTOR/diReCTOR

Photo by: Chloe Aftel

Photo & Toasty! by: Marc Rimmer
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The Punk Singer: A Film About Kathleen Hanna

JUNE 18-22
Sled Island film is back for its eigth year 
and we’ve built our program around all 
of your favourite things: record shops, 
synthesizers, punk singers and teenagers! 
We’ve included some of the best animated 
and comedic shorts we’ve seen in ages 
(keep an eye out for Ben and The Break), 
documentaries, premieres and an awesome 
Q&A on Friday night! If you’re partied out 
by Sunday, join us at The Globe Cinema 
for an afternoon of music videos and a 
fantastic/surreal/eccentric film treat from 
the 1950s. For trailers and more details, 
visit sledisland.com.  
 
Events are all ages unless otherwise noted. 
Admission is included with Sled Island 
Discovery and Discovery Plus. Individual 
tickets will be available at the door. 
Screenings are early, between 6:30 - 7 
pm, giving you lots of time to get to Sled’s 
must-see concerts. 
 
Adele Brunnhofer  
Film Program Coordinator  

INDIVIDUAL FILM TICKETS ARE $10 AT 
THE DOOR AND ON SLEDISLAND.COM

LAST SHOP STANDING 
CANADIAN THEATRICAL 
PREMIERE 
WED JUNE 18, 7 PM
GLENBOW
The likes of Paul Weller, Johnny Marr and Billy Bragg (to 
name just a few) take you into some of the UK’s most 
treasured record shops. This documentary charts the rise 
and influence of the independent record shop in the 1960s, 
‘70s and ‘80s and discusses the future of the industry with 
store owners and musicians. With three shops closing a 
week in the UK, this is an interesting look at a situation 
quite different from Calgary’s thriving independent record 
shop scene.
UK 2012, 50 mins
Director: Pip Piper
Co-presented by Sloth Records
Preceded by LEAF FOREVER, Canada 2012, dir. Barbara Me-
neley, 5 mins; SING, TALK, PLAY (FEAT. SHOTGUN JIMMIE), 
Canada 2014, dir. Ramin Eshraghi-Yazdi, 20 mins

I DREAM OF WIRES: 
THE MODULAR SYNTHESIZER 
DOCUMENTARY
THUS JUNE 19, 7 PM
GLENBOW 
 This independent documentary looks at the resurgence 
of the modular synthesizer and how it has become an 
innovative and integral tool in an ever-evolving industry. 
Through exploring the passions, obsessions and dreams 
of people who have dedicated their lives to the modular 
synthesizer, I Dream of Wires takes the viewer into the world 
of this all-consuming fascination.
USA 2013, 90 mins

Director: Robert Fantinatto
Co-presented by Beakerhead
Preceded by MODULO, Canada 2013, dir. Travis Boisvenue, 
18 mins

THE PUNK SINGER:
A FILM ABOUT KATHLEEN 
HANNA
FRI JUNE 20, 6:30 PM (18+)
THE GLOBE CINEMA
Feminist singer and central figure of the riot grrrl move-
ment, Kathleen Hanna (Bikini Kill, Le Tigre) went quiet in 
2005, leaving her fans and critics asking why. The Punk 
Singer traces the life and career of Hanna using a combina-
tion of interviews and archival footage bringing the viewer 
into the life of this fearless leader. 
USA 2013, 82 mins
Directed by Sini Anderson
Co-presented by CUFF
Preceded by BEN, Canada 2013, dir. Allison Johnston, 4 min

TEENAGE  
SAT JUNE 21, 6:30 PM
THE GLOBE CINEMA 
Teenagers didn’t always exist, they were invented. From the 
industrial revolution through to the cultural and political 
turmoil of the first half of the 20th century, the chasm between 
childhood and adulthood grew. Using archival footage and 
diary entries read by the Ben Whishaw, Jena Malone and 
others, Teenage tells the unique story of how we come of age. 
Executive produced by Jason Schwartzman and featuring a 
contemporary score by Bradford Cox (Deerhunter/Atlas Sound). 
USA/Germany 2013, 80 mins
Director: Matt Wolf
Co-presented by Calgary Society Of Independent Filmmakers
Preceded by THE BREAK, Canada 2013, dir. Alexis Mitchell, 
14 mins

THE SELECTED WORK OF 
EMILY KAI BOCK & EVAN 
PROSOFSKY
SUN JUNE 22, 1 PM
THE GLOBE CINEMA
Emily Kai Bock and Evan Prosofsky have produced an im-
pressive body of work in short time. In addition to selected 
music videos for Doldrums, Mac DeMarco and others (in-
cluding the Prism Prize-winning video for Arcade Fire), we’re 
proud to present Spit Gold Under An Empire (2013), Bock’s 
documentary on New York underground rap. 62 mins
Co-presented by Calgary Society Of Independent Filmmakers
Preceded by ÉTOILES, Canada 2013, dir. Caroline Blais, 
3 Mins; PATHS OF LIGHT, Portugal 2013, dir. Nelson 
Fernandes, 4 mins

THE 5000 FINGERS OF DR. T
SUN JUNE 22, 3 PM
THE GLOBE CINEMA 
Scripted by Theodor Geisel (Dr. Seuss), this live action musical 
adventure is a strange but delightful dreamscape, true to the 
Seussian madness we all know and love. The story follows 
Bartholomew Collin, who’d rather daydream of the eccen-
trically fantastic rather than take part in his despised piano 
lessons. Sure enough, he finds himself a captive awaiting the 
realization of his piano teacher’s lifelong dream: 500 little 
boys with 5000 little fingers practicing 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year on a great piano. It is up to Collin to release his 
poor, entranced mother from the villainous grasp of Dr. Ter-
williker and foil the grand opening of his Terwilliker Institute. 
Featuring an expansive musical score by Frederick Hollander, 
The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T is an exciting and somewhat senti-
mental (and surreal) addition to this year’s program. 
USA 1953, 35 mm, 89 mins
Director: Roy Rowland
Co-presented by Beakerhead and University of Calgary Film 
Society 
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Pussy Whipped Black Box Gallery 

I have set outcomes, highlighted and 
circled in hearts through my influence from 
Kathleen Hanna. In nature of her spirit, I am 
very unapologetic about my aims in this 
year’s visual arts programming. 
 
One of my primary aims for the 
programming this year was to showcase 
art that naturally engages and publicly 
interacts with its audience. I was looking 
for work that acts as public interventions 
throughout the festival, in various parts 
of town. As the festival grows every year, 
I feel that few of Calgarians have yet to 
partake. Even fewer people are aware of 
the art component of the festival. It was my 
curatorial aim this year to raise awareness 
for art at Sled, to both the festival goers 
and Calgary’s general public. Most of these 
works are accessible to view without the 
wristband. 
 
For me, music and art have always been 
intertwined. Sled brings the two together, 
allowing for dialogue and the interaction 
of community members with different 
interests to showcase their works, in 
whichever medium, under the same 
umbrella. 
 
Visual Arts at Sled Island for me is 
comparable to a chubby toddler: full of 
energy, curious, ready to hit a growth 
spurt, but also has no shame in still being 
hungry. I am excited to keep feeding 
this toddler because it needs to be fed! 
They say it takes a community to raise 
anything that’s living. This is true and I 
would like to extend a huge thanks to 
the Alberta College of Art and Design 
for their generous donation and all those 
who attended Butter, our first Visual Arts 
Fundraiser. 
 
Many projects this year are on going 
beyond the festival dates. Stay updated 
by checking sledisland.com’s Visual arts 
section. In the meantime, get your bikes 
tuned, fight your coworkers for Sled Island 
off and let those cutoffs fray!  
 
Jodie Rose  
Visual Arts Coordinator 

SO WHAT
NEW GALLERY, +15 WINDOW 
OPENINGS AT THE EPCOR CENTRE, 
TUE JUNE 17, 6:00 PM
Artist: Mary-Anne McTrowe
As a sentiment, SO WHAT is out of place on the type of 
banner that usually conveys strictly positive or celebratory 
messages like, CONGRATULATIONS, WELCOME BACK, or IT’S 

A GIRL. SO WHAT is anti-celebratory, negative; the petulant 
teen’s “who cares?” But, sometimes, SO WHAT is a challenge 
for elaboration, for follow-up: “How is your experience 
changing?” or, “What is the impact this will have on the 
future?” In this way, the seemingly antagonistic SO WHAT 
can be seen as a desirable aggravation, much like the grain 
of sand in an oyster.

SLED ISLAND POSTER SHOW
OPENING TUE JUNE 17, 7:00 PM
FORBIDDEN
Artists: Megan Kirk, Erin Woodward, Julie McLaughlin, 
Jarett Sitter, Goodchild, Trevor Varem, Yana Matusovski, 
Justin Lafontaine, Ben Jacques, Stephanie Stobart and Cody 
Swinkels w/ St(ILL) Life Show
The gig poster has always been one of the most direct and 
important visual manifestations of music: far more than an 
advertisement, an active participant in the development 
of musical communities and values. A vital part of the Sled 
Island experience since the inaugural year, the annual Sled 
Island poster pairs local artists with musicians playing the 
festival for the creation of limited edition hand silk-screened 
posters by Burnt Toast Studios!
 
ST(ILL) LIFE SHOW
OPENING TUE JUNE 17, 7:00 PM
FORBIDDEN
Artist: Omar Lalani, Davey Gravy and Kyle Metcalf
‘90s MTV meets the hierarchy of the still life. This is the vibe 
you can expect when entering The st[Ill] Life show. The show 
will consist of 30+ contemporary interpretations of the still 
life made by three artists working in various fields, ranging 
from oil painting and textiles to commercial illustration.
 
WAITING FOR AMBASSADOR X
OPENING WED JUNE 18, 7:00 PM
THE #1 LEGION UPSTAIRS
Artists: Nicole Brunel & Sasha Foster
Nicole Brunel and Sasha Foster have brought an assortment 
of artifacts, sculptures and ephemera that engage with 
perception, showcasing the art of unknown places. In 
collaboration, they will create a multi-layered installation 
that combines their visions of altered realities. The artwork 
will challenge the viewer to be captivated by the unknown: 

instead of being fearful of it, Waiting for Ambassador X 
encourages interpretation. It is the question that must be 
coveted.

ZOLOFT GARDEN
OPENING WED JUNE 18, 7:00 PM
THE #1 LEGION UPSTAIRS 
Artists: JMZ - Joleen Toner, Zac MacarTHU, Mohammad 
Rezaei
Zone with us in all that is denial and low levels of serotonin. 
Take five in this custom installation to escape and feel freshly 
rejuvenated and balanced.   

IN LIGHT OF IT
OPENING THU JUNE 19, 6:00 PM 
CONTEMPORARY CALGARY
Artists: Tammy Rae Carland, Zachary Fabri, Ava Johnson and 
Becca Albee
In partnership with Sled Island Music Festival, Contempo-
rary Calgary proudly presents In Light of It, an exhibition 
of visual art, guest curated by musician Kathleen Hanna. 
The group exhibition features four American artists: 
photographer Tammy Rae Carland and video artists Zachary 
Fabri, Ava Johnson and Becca Albee. In Light of It opens 
on THUsday, June 19th from 6:00 – 9:00pm and runs 
until July 6th. New York-based performance artist Zach 
Fabri will perform a special piece as part of the opening 
on June 19th at 08:00pm. The show explores themes of 
performance, fame, tragedy and humour. 

SUMMER FRIENDS GANG
OPENING THU JUNE 19, 5:00 PM
PALOMINO
Artists: Ashleigh Bartlett
Concerned with abstraction, exaggeration and theatricality, 
this work is informed by a series of small-scale paintings, 
titled Summer Friends Gang. This large-scale work composed 
of provisional materials mimics the personalities, attitudes 
and characteristics of the individual Summer Friends and 
will be exhibited outdoors. 

PUSSY WHIPPED
OPENING FRI JUNE 20, 2:00 PM
AVALANCHE
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Artists: Jennifer Mehigan, Robin Buzzee, Molly Cadwell, 
Geneva Haley, Kelise Hjorleifson, Heather Kai Smith and 
Cream Collective
“In her hips, there’s revolution”
Pussy Whipped is an exhibition featuring works of 
contemporary feminisms. The exhibition will reflect on the 
practice of Riot Grrl, inspired by that of Kathleen Hanna. 
Unfortunately, Hanna can’t be present as our guest curator 
for the festival, but we are going to make damn sure her riot 
grrrl manifesto is felt. We’d like to further extend the invite 
to the Sled Island public by an experimental engagement 
asking those inspired to feel free to contribute to a riot grrrl 
zine. Information on how to contribute will be available at 
Avalanche. Zine will be released early this fall in true riot 
gurrl style.
“There’s just as many different kinds of feminism as there 
are women in the world”  Embrace it!

CREATIVE FORUM
FRI JUNE 20, 1:00 PM
COMMUNITY WORKSHOP
Topics to be discussed will range from creative manifesta-
tions and cross discipline art practices to the implications 
of venue and performance space. For more information on 
attending artists and musicians please visit comunitywork-
shop.ca.

6 FEET UNDER 
FRI JUNE 20, 2:00 PM
STRIDE - LOWER LEVEL
Artists: Colwyn Paddon & Ryan Von Hagen 
Nature is efficient; she knows best, her rituals surrounding 
death will forever seduce me. Perhaps I am addicted to 
mourning. Come to Stride’s lower level and wear black. We 
have business to attend to.  

THERE IS MUCH I WISH TO 
KNOW
FRI JUNE 20, 8:00 PM
ENCANA PLACE, 150 9TH AVE SW 
Artists: Hannah Doerksen
Using handmade and re-appropriated objects, Hannah Do-
erksen’s site-specific installation emphasizes the absurdity of 
artificial natural spaces in the concrete jungle. There is Much 
I Wish To Know invites passersby to take pause and indulge 
in curiosity, longing and loneliness.

WE ARE THE FILTERS
FRI JUNE 20, 8:00 PM
OUTDOOR ENCANA PLAZA,  
150 9TH AVE SW 
Artists: Becky McMaster, Lisa Hodgkinson and Nathan Mizera
A site-specific, interactive installation blending new media, 
sculpture, painting, silkscreen and performance. With focus 
on the body, the proposed project will explore contrasting 
notions surrounding voyeurism, filters and mediated 
environments. This collaborative interruption explores our 

sense of self and re-examines how we observe engage and 
environments.

PHANTOM FIGURES 
SAT JUNE 21, 9:00 PM
TRUCK U-HALL
Curated by Jenn Jackson
Artsits: Michael Abel, Julien Fournier, Austin Taylor and 
Lindsay Wells
Phantom Figures will be presenting video, performance, 
sound, text, drawing and painting. The collective project will 
engage with non-linear narratives, symbolic rhythms, rituals 
and the poetics of material as gesture.

SMOKEY SUMMER SOLSTICE
SAT JUNE 21, 9:00 PM
TRUCK GALLERY
Come heat up with the Smoky Summer Solstice at Truck 
Gallery. Featuring DJs, performances and projections by 
local artists. Don’t miss out on this Miami Beach after 
party, smoked sunsets and sticky sunrises have been 
promised. 

GHOST OF THE WEST
SUN JUNE 22, 11:00 AM
BRZ – PARKLET, 1412 1 STREET S.W  
Horse Collective: Luke Maddaford, Sean Taal, Jake Klein-
Waller, Desiree Nault, Bryson Ritchie, Matt Nyitrai, Hayden 
Dallison, Svea Ferguson, Steele Duncan and Rory Haywood. 
Placed on the eerie edge of context, The Ghost of The West 
is a spectral apparition, an unearthly shadow of iniquity 
ever present on the Calgary art scene made manifest 
haunting the grounds of Sled Island. A curiously out of 
place object by day turned jarringly strange phantom 
by night, The Ghost of The West is a stable not for just 
any horse. Nay, it houses a reflection of Calgary festivals 
future-past in it’s star studded walls. Please visit horsecol-
lective.tumblr.com for more info. 

FINGERING IT OUT
UNDERSTUDY - DURATION OF FESTIVAL 
W/ PUBLICATION LAUNCH AT LOCAL 
510 ON WED JULY 25
Curator: Justin Waddell
Artists: Hilary Bowman, Natasha Jensen, Sondra Meszaros, 
Heather Kai Smith and Kelly Smith.
Fingering It Out is an ongoing series of nail (and finger) 
artworks that will be produced and documented in 
advance and throughout the duration of the festival. 
Selected artists will be painting nails; producing sculp-
tural acrylic nails, gel nails, digital decals and nail wraps; 
sharpie tattoos, real tattoos; finger coats/sleeves/sheaths/
blankets/dips; and painting/decorating entire fingers, 
hands, arms, and lives; basically making art for and on 
a finger. It is about youth, frustration, anxiety, sexuality 
and awkwardness. Visit fingering-it-out.tumblr.com for 
more info. 

VIRTUALSLED 2014: ANOTHER 
PROJECT BY TOUGH GUY 
MOUNTAIN
“IN THE TOUGH GUY MOUNTAIN VIP 
ROOM AT VIRTUALSLED 2014”
IMAC AT THE LEGION DURATION OF THE 
FESTIVAL OR ONLINE
Tough Guy Mountain, the dynamic young media firm from To-
ronto and Panama, presents the Tough Guy Mountain VIP Room 
at VirtualSled 2014. VirtualSled is an exciting digital representa-
tion of the Sled Island Musical Festival, occurring in a networked 
space. Users enter the Tough Guy Mountain VIP Room through 
their computer screen interfaces, where they can join a virtual 
audience to watch a computer generated representation of real 
Sled Island performers! Visit virtualsled.toughguymountain.
com for more information and to view the exhibit. 

STAY GOLD
KEEP YOUR EYES PEELED FOR THE 
PROJECTION ALL AROUND TOWN IN 
PONY BOY FASHION.
Artist: Dana Buzzee
STAY GOLD is a nighttime installation, guiding festival-goers 
through the dark, illuminating the way through nostalgic 
images of reckless youth. 

THE BLACK BOX GALLERY
LEGION DOWNSTAIRS 
DURATION OF THE FESTIVAL 
Curtors: Megan Kirk & Stephen Harper 
Artists: Jolie Bird, Jon Antoski, Ben Jacques, Jane Trash, 
Ryan Kostel, Tyler Los Jones, Arielle McCuaig, Marci Simku-
let, Carl Cassidy. 
The Black Box Gallery is a project with aims to spread “available 
art” and promote emerging artists. It consists of a mechanical 
vending machine with a total capacity of 84 items. Items will 
include but not limited to: postcard prints, tapes, buttons packs, 
puppets, zines, t-shirts, drawings. The individual artists think 
“inside the box” and create art within the constraints of the ma-
chine. The Gallery will be situated at the Legion and restocked 
daily. Visit blackboxgalleryyyc.tumblr.com for more information. 

BREATH MADE VISIBLE 
SAT JUNE 21, 1:00 PM
GLENBOW, CONOCOPHILLIPS THEATRE 
Presented by Nuit Blanche Calgary
Ruedi Gerber’s film about the life and career of Anna Halprin, 
the American dance pioneer who has helped redefine our 
notion of modern dance theatre with her belief in dance’s power 
to teach, heal, and transform at all ages of life. Halprin continues 
to play a significant role in merging dance with performance art 
that can leave the studio and enter very public outdoor settings.

HAPPY GILMORE ASPIRATIONS
EAST VILLAGE BLOCK PARTY 
3:00 PM -10:00 PM
Artist: Jill Daschuk and Minions
To each there own as long as the job gets done. This mini 
golf adventure will take you to your “Happy Place.” 

HEY JERK FACE. SUP?
VISUALS AT HIFI
Artist: Sarah Van Sloten 
I’m in your face, I’m paint on your new jeans. I’m that smell 
in your hair. Deal. 

DEAR DIARY XOXO I <3 SLED 
DURATION OF FESTIVAL 
Artists: Kyle Berger and Photomawf 
This duo will be preciously snapping candid photos of you 
and everything else they heart about Sled Island. 

There Is So Much I Wish To Know Summer Friends Gang

viSUal aRTS
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PRESENTED BY STRUCTURED 
ABSTRACTION
 
Another year, another blurb for the 
upcoming comedy lineup at Sled Island. 
I know someone says its every year, but 
you’re going to have to believe me when I 
say that 2014 is going to see the GREATEST 
EVER SLED COMEDY LINEUP EVER. So 
good that we’ve used “ever” twice and 
that’s not even grammatical.  
 
I know you usually hear this about Disney 
World or Back to the Future, but this year’s 
lineup truly has something for everyone: 
Kyle Kinane is bringing real life, Hari 
Kondabolu is bringing the justice, Jon Daly 
is bringing gleeful insanity, Pat Thornton 
is bringing absurd charm, Kathleen 
Phillips is bringing the greatest characters 
and Amanda Brooke Perrin is bringing 
awkwardness for days. Plus, a ton of great 
local talent that are about to put Calgary on 
the map as the “Home of Nenshi and a Ton 
of Hilarious Comics.” 
 
Again, there’s something for everyone so 
bring all your friends and all your family 
and everyone you know.*  
 
**Children under 18 not admitted without 
fake ID. 
 

SARAH ADAMS
If  Calgary had an underground comedy scene and if an 
underground comedy scene could be one person, then 
Sarah Adams might be it. You may catch her in an art gallery 
basement or a scrappy, rock n’ roll variety show, occasionally 
surfacing for sketch shows, stand-up competitions and 
fundraisers. At Sled Island 2012, she opened for Todd Barry, 
Natasha Leggero, Tim Heidecker and Neil Hamburger and, 
from there, went to an experimental comedy residency at 
The Banff Centre to work with Michael Portnoy, Ieva Mise-
vičiūtė and Reggie Watts. She currently hosts a comedy-fo-
cused radio show, Don’t Smile, on CJSW 90.9FM.

AL CHO
Alan Cho is a Calgary-based comedian who lives in a Cal-
gary-based home with his Calgary-based family. Regularly 

performing in the city and touring Western Canada, Cho has 
brought his dark, absurd real talk on fatherhood, race and 
bear party culture to crowds who didn’t want to like him, but 
totally ended up liking him a lot. Last year, Cho was a finalist 
in SiriusXM’S Canada’s Next Top Comic, the only non-head-
lining act to make the finals.

AMANDA BROOKE PERRIN 
Lots of us have dreams about leaving town for fame and 
fortune. Few of us do it,and fewer than that actually succeed. 
So, now that Perrin has achieved the first part, all we can do 
is be glad she has yet to achieve the second, so that we could 
still afford to bring her back to entertain us at the festival. A 
veteran of the television show, Match Game, and a bunch of 
television commercials, you may also recognize Perrin from 
your high school yearbook. If you do, the answer is, “Yes, she 
is still a weirdo.” A hilarious weirdo. Make sure to check out 
her show!

BRENT CONSTANTINE
For several years, Brent Constantine has been trying his 
best to get to the top of the unpaid-professional comedy 
scene. Now living in Vancouver, Brent is finally able to 
follow his dream of telling jokes in the basement of a pizza 
parlour every night. A former girlfriend once describe Brent’s 
comedy as “everything you talk about on stage is really 
sad, but I laugh instead of feeling bad for you.” They are no 
longer together.

HARI KONDABOLU
Hari Kondabolu is the number one comedy draft pick of 

Sled Island curator, Kathleen Hanna. Kondabolu was a 
writer/performer on the much lamented Totally Biased with 
W. Kamau Bell and has appeared on the Late Show with 
David Letterman, Jimmy Kimmel Live, Conan and more. 
Recently, Kondabolu has been touring and slaying rooms 
in promotion of his new album, Waiting for 2042, a world 
burner of a record, bringing the biggest laughs you’ll get 
from being worried about America’s future.

JON DALY
The only thing better than Jon Daly’s “Abracadabralifornia” 
was the world’s reaction to the song’s release. Given the way 
the planet was fooled by Daly’s pitch-perfect Anthony Keidis 
and his willingness to toss a Pepsi logo around, I can see 
exactly how everyone bought into the War of the Worlds 50 
years ago, or whatever. Not only that, but I hear that people 
are starting to believe that Wheels, Ontario is a real place! 
Don’t be fooled by anyone who tells you not to come see Jon 
Daly, his two shows at Sled Island will be MUST SEE.

JEFF D’SILVA
Making his festival debut is Local Goofball Jeff D’Silva. 
D’Silva’s broad range of humour appeals to everyone, 
from the youngest baby to the oldest grandperson, and 
EVERYONE in between. Whether it’s a silly face or a clever 
play on words, he’ll keep you on the edge of your seat with 
his ability to make even the toughest audience “LOL (laugh 
out loud).” D’Silva’s long list of credits includes various 
appearances on both stage and screen, as well as print and 
radio. This year, we can’t be more excited for D’Silva to bring 
his late night comedy talk show, Jeff D’Silva’s Night Out, to 

COMedY

Kyle Kinane

Amanda Brooke Perrin
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Sled Island. Although he promises not to push anyone’s buttons, we promise one button 
WILL get pushed: the Smile Button!
Sent from Jeff’s mom’s iPhone (the email signature is part of it)

KYLE KINANE 
At the rate his star is rising, Kyle Kinane will be the first comedian with a 7-11 Taquito 
named after him. With two all time classic comedy albums and a Hall of Fame Drunk History 
television appearance under his belt, Kinane is quickly becoming the planet’s favourite 
comedian. Come see Kinane and laugh uproariously at the dark side of pizza, nachos and 
beer — I promise, that’s a *good* thing.

BRITTANY LYSENG
Brittany Lyseng claims to have started her comedy career in the hallways of junior high 
school, while waiting to be let back in to math class. Since then, she has turned her blatant 
disregard for authority into a healthy appetite for entertaining. Born and raised in Calgary, 
she has been tearing up the local comedy scene with her brazen and edgy style. Appearing 
regularly at local venues and a semi finalist in the Yuk Yuks “Chase Your Butterfly Comedy 
Competition,” Lyseng strives to be a household name — this time, not just in her household.

CRAIG MARTELL
Craig Martell lives in Edmonton, Alberta. He smokes and eats too much. He is a safe driver 
and careful when writing in pen. Craig Martell tells jokes at crowds. Sometimes, he talks 
about people. Other times, he talks about things. Mostly, he just talks about himself because 
he thinks he is sooooooooo interesting. It just really bothers me sometimes! Its like the rest 
of us don’t even exist. Why doesn’t Martell ever notice me? With God as my witness, I’m 
telling him how I feel at prom!

KATHLEEN PHILLIPS
Kathleen Philipps is easily one of the funniest and most unique comic voices in Canada, or 
whichever country she’s be occupying at any given moment. A member of Toronto comedy 
collective Laugh Sabbath, Phillips’ comic characters will burrow their way into your head, 
making, say, dealing with a tooth ache or having a new-born, grown-up son impossible to 
forget. Guys, this all makes sense — come see Kathleen Phillips and find out why!

PAT THORNTON 
Honestly, folks, I don’t know much. I know my phone number, I know pi to two digits. 
I know all the words to “One Week.” And I know that Pat Thornton, guest of Sled Island, 
founding member of the Sketchersons and leader of the TV program, Hotbox, is the funniest 
guy in Canada. Seriously, one time I got drunk with a Major Canadian Television Personality 
and I Chris-Farley-Showed him for like an hour telling him how funny Pat Thornton is. Are you 
ready to annoy people by going on and on about how funny a comedian is and the quoting 
their material wrong for like an hour? Well, then, this show is for you!

JEFF TOTH
Jeff  Toth caught the attention of a talent agent his first time on stage. It was never that easy 
again. Now, he’s toured across the country trying to recapture the magic of that first night. 
But, so far, no such luck.

DON WOOD
Don Wood is a comedian and writer. He’s played Just For Laughs, he’s a Canadian Comedy 
Award nominee, and he’s appeared on iChannel’s No Kidding, XM Radio’s Laugh Attack and 
CBC’s So You Think You’re Funny. He has been called “a young Wilfrid Brimley,” but he won’t 
say by whom.

COMedY

Hari Kondabolu
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Sled Island is more than just music. In 
fact, it’s more than just music, film, art 
and comedy. If you’re in town and need 
to give your eyes and ears a quick break 
from the staggering amount of amazing 
programming, we’ve helped to line-up 
a program of palette-cleansing special 
events happening at all hours of the 
festival! 

 
RADIOHEADED 2: A LISTENING 
PARTY TO WATCH
JUNE 18 & 19, 8PM
BIG SECRET THEATRE
A treat for your ears. A treat for your eyes. Imagine Radio-
head’s 2007 album, In Rainbows, on, in and through the 
bodies of 20 of Calgary’s most beautiful and talented young 
artists. Radioheaded 2 is your bedroom dance party tran-
scribed and directed by Denise Clarke of One Yellow Rabbit 
Performance Theatre. Tickets are available at oyr.org

PUNK ROCK BINGO 
JUNE 18, 8PM
THE SHIP & ANCHOR
What’s better than a punk rock DJ night? If you said a punk 
rock DJ night where you can win prizes, then…BINGO!

NATASHA KMETO ARTIST 
TALK: A LOOK INTO 
NATASHA’S LIVE VOCAL 
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
JUNE 19, 12PM
BEAT DROP
Presented by Sled Island, Ableton & Bass Coast
Natasha Kmeto is a Portland-based singer and producer. 
She will be explainging how she creates her brand of cap-
tivating vocal based electronica for her live performances.

KILLER MIKE ARTIST TALK
JUNE 19, 2PM
BEAT DROP
Hosted by Drew Atlas
Calgary’s electronic music production and DJ school, Beat 
Drop, will be presenting a special talk with Atlanta-based 
hip-hop legend in the making, Killer Mike. Attendees 
will be offered candid and intimate reflections on his life 
and career.

POLARIS MUSIC PRIZE LONG 
LIST ANNOUNCEMENT 
+ RACS PRESENTS: POLARIS 
MUSIC PRIZE SALON
JUNE 19, 11AM
NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE
The Polaris Music Prize, awarded annually to a Canadian 
artist for an album of the highest artistic integrity by a panel 
of selected music critics, will be announcing their long list at 
Sled Island. Each year, a number of Sled Island alumni make 
the long list. Who will it be this year?
In conjunction with the announcement, attendees can 
expect a Polaris Music Prize Salon, presented by RACS, 
featuring Polaris Music Prize Founder and Executive Director, 
Steve Jordan, and diverse panel members on the merit of 
music awards.

HILLHURST SUNNYSIDE 
MARKET
JUNE 18, 3-7PM
HILLHURST SUNNYSIDE COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION
Why not get stocked up on healthy food and vegetables as 
you prepare for the endurance run and liver-test that is Sled 
Island? It’s the absolute least you could do for your body.

WORLD CUP SOCCER
DURATION OF THE TOURNAMENT
SHIP & ANCHOR
The rumours of the jocks and musicians divide have been 
greatly exaggerated. Got a horse in this race? Head down to 
the Ship during the day to catch all of the games in the com-
pany of some of the most die-hard soccer fans in Calgary.

BEATROUTE ANNUAL 
HANGOVER BREAKFAST
JUNE 21, 11AM
LOCAL 510
The fine folks at BeatRoute and Local 510 have combined 
forces to refuel you before the last night of the festival. Free 
breakfast on a bun (while they last). After you chow down, 
stick around for two stages and eight of our favourite bands 
playing the festival.

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE 
COLLECTION TOURS
JUNE 22, 11:30AM, 12:30PM, 1:30PM, 

2:30PM, 3:30PM, 4:30PM
NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE
Since Sled Island’s inaugural year, we’ve always pushed fes-
tival-goers and artists to take the National Music Centre up 
on their collection tour offers - so this year we thought we’d 
make it official. One of Calgary’s absolute gems, the NMC’s 
collection features a staggering number of artifacts (2,000+) 
including rare keyboard instruments, electronic instruments 
and sound devices, many of which are demonstrated on the 
tour. An absolute must-visit while in town! 

PARKSALE
JUNE 21 & 22, 11AM
HAULTAIN PARK
In partnership with the Victoria Park BRZ, PARK will be hold-
ing its annual free outdoor market, which gives free space 
to developing artists so that they have both an opportunity 
to showcase their talents and a chance to make a profit. 
Sled Island has curated the musical stages for the two days. 
A free, family-friendly event that is ground zero for cultural 
celebration!

SLED ISLAND WRAP-UP 
KARAOKE
JUNE 22, 9PM
HAULTAIN PARK
The legendary Broken City wrap-up karaoke. Combining ex-
haustion and a will to continue the party, festival-goers and 
artists, the Broken City karaoke has become the signature 
end to the debauchery each year. celebration!

Killer Mike Radioheaded 2: A Listing Party to Watch
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Sled Island is proud to present the all ages 
portion of its 2014 programming. With 
over 50 bands  playing as well as film, 
art and special events programming that 
is accessible to festival-goers of all ages, 
there’s always something for our younger 
buddies to do!  

THE IMPORTANCE OF ALL AGES 
PROGRAMMING
All ages shows are incredibly important to Sled Island, 
not just at the festival itself, but in Calgary’s larger, 
thriving arts scene. These shows allow under-18s to attend 
innovative, challenging and inspiring music, film and art 
events that are often otherwise inaccessible to them. This 
provides an extremely rare opportunity for music lovers of 
all ages to be welcomed into these artistic communities 
during their peak development. With the right inspiration 
and access, who knows, the festival-goers of today could 
be the festival headliners just a few years down the road.

ALL AGES HIGHLIGHTS
Sled Island’s all ages program is as diverse as ever, with 
a wide range of emerging and established artists playing 
these shows. Below are just a few of the highlights in this 
year’s program, broken down by venue:

Olympic Plaza: on Friday, make sure to check out some of 
the festival’s biggest headlining acts, from the jaw-drop-
ping voice of Neko Case to the all-American psych folk of  
Blitzen Trapper. On Saturday, there’s a full day of music to 
be experienced, capping off with the tandem of ‘world’s 
greatest party rock band’, Rocket From The Crypt, and the 
awe-inspiring live spectacle that is Spiritualized.  

The #1 Royal Canadian Legion: we are absolutely thrilled to 
report that post-hardcore critical darlings, Touché Amoré, 

are indeed playing an all ages friendly show! Joining them 
are some keys to Calgary’s all ages community, La Luna and 
Icelandic post-hardcore band Icarus.

Central United Church: two intimate shows, lending them-
selves to careful listening, happen at the beautiful Central 
United Church. Whether it’s the smooth R&B of Rhye or 
the challenging electronic experiments of Oneohtrix Point 
Never, it’ll be eye opening, for sure!

Tubby Dog: Not only is this venue a Calgary institution 
and the provider of sustenance for so many festival-goers 
and artists, it’s also a pillar in Calgary’s all ages scene. 
Depending on the day, you might catch an energetic punk 
set (Open Relationship), an inventive pop show (Jay Arner) 

or a long and ear-bleedingly loud kraut rock set (Shooting 
Guns), but one thing’s guaranteed - if you’re at Tubby, you’ll 
have the best time.

National Music Centre: The NMC’s artist-in-residence, 
Jerusalem In My Heart, will be performing a very special 
audio-visual set using the centre’s collection to merge 
experimental soundscapes with a Middle Eastern flare. 
For the rest of the week, strap yourself in for all manner of 
punk rock!

From post-hardcore to alt-country, experimental electronic 
to R&B and that’s just a taste of the all ages programming at 
Sled Island this year.

YOUNG TALENT AT SLED ISLAND
Once again, Sled Island is proud to highlight an emerging 
Calgary acts that shows that age and experience are not 
indicators of musical creativity, necessarily. This bands can 
go toe to toe with the road-tested bands they are sharing 
a bill with and are likely to inspire festival-goers, young 
and old, every bit as much, if not more so than those more 
established artists. We simply can’t begin to explain how 
excited we are for:

THE BASEMENT DEMONS
Noisy punk, with an emphasis on the darker side of rock, 
played with absolutely unbridled enthusiasm by two 
pairs of siblings that are cousins! They return after high 
expectations for Sled Island 2013 were dashed by the 
Alberta floods.

HOW TO ATTEND?
The Sled Island All ages wristband is just $50 and provides 
access to everything from small, intimate concerts at 
Tubby Dog and the National Music Centre to the festival’s 
largest shows down at Olympic Plaza! In those venues 
(and more), you’ll have a chance to see everything from 
emerging bands featuring under-18 members themselves 
to some of the most well-respected and established artists 
in the world! On top of that, there’s a plethora of all ages 
friendly film, art and special event programming.

Just consult the handy pull-out schedule’s All ages legend 
in this program guide or visit sledisland.com to know 
exactly what you can enjoy without fear of being turned 
away at the door!

Touché Amoré

The Basement Demons

all aGeS
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36?
CALGARY, AB
TUE 8:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 10:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Calgary band 36? started when frontman Taylor Cochrane 
was 17 years old, living in his parents’ basement and 
hopped up on ADD medication. Now an indie rock foursome 
with six albums under their belt, 36? has clearly managed 
to harness Cochrane’s frenetic creative energy, crafting 
imaginative eclectic music that combines pop, psych rock 
and punk, using traditional and unconventional instru-
ments. Though only released in February, 36?’s where do 
we go from here? has already been called possibly the best 
album of 2014.
yourfavoriteband.bandcamp.com 

A.Y.E.
CALGARY, AB
WED 7:30 PM: LOCAL 510
Calgary’s A.Y.E. has been writing, producing and mixing 
his own tracks since he was just a wee pup in the hip-hop 
landscape. Now, at the ancient age of 22, he is just aching 
to bring the party jams to Sled this year. Influences range 
from contemporary jams to the classics of rap and reggae, 
but don’t let that fool you, A.Y.E. is his own man and out to 
prove it. 
facebook.com/ayehiphop

ADICTOX
SANTA CLARA, CUBA
THU 10:30 PM: DICKENS
Cuban punk rock pushes you out of line at the water 
fountain — and then picks you up to dust you off. Crashing 
cymbals, rapacious riffs and squalling Spanish screams 
spurt out of them. You may not be sure if they’re telling 
you to murder the government or help your mother with 
the dishes, but does it really fucking matter?
facebook.com/pages/Adictox/260888153965368

ADVERTISEMENT
LETHBRIDGE, AB
THU 9:30 PM: DICKENS
Featuring an impressive pedigree of members, drawing 
from heavyweight punk bands such as Fist City and 
Stressed Out, Advertisement sound like a propagandist’s 
worst nightmare. Horrific post-punk howls fight in a 
noise-influenced vortex of despair and the world refuses to 
stop bombarding you with advertisements to buy shit you 
don’t need or want. Throw a brick through a shop window 
and exit through the gift shop.
advertisement.bandcamp.com

THE ALLOVERS
EDMONTON/CALGARY, AB
WED 11:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
The Allovers cover more genres than they have members. 
The Edmonton/Calgary noisy, power pop, art punkers eschew 
the traditional requirement for crooners to be emphatically 
sentimental, opting instead to layer boozy melodies under 
their lounge singer-style vocals.
theallovers.bandcamp.com

ANCIIENTS
VANCOUVER, BC 
FRI 12:00 AM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
Serpentine riffs and otherworldly howls anchor Vancouver’s 
Anciients, who’ve risen from the metal underground like 
a white-hot phoenix. Following their critically acclaimed 
debut, Heart of Oak, the (now) well-travelled band has 
plundered the hearts of beardos everywhere. Combining the 
progressive sonic journeys of Opeth with the hurly burly of 
High on Fire, this’ll fulfill your need for heavy.
anciientriffs.bandcamp.com

ANIMAL FACES
TORONTO, ON
FRI 12:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
With an alluring measure of melodic ambience, Toronto’s 
Animal Faces bait listeners into their world. Just as you be-
gin to feel at home, their teeth sink down behind the weight 
of some of the crunchiest and most satisfying post-every-
thing heard north of the border in quite some time.
animalfaces.bandcamp.com

THE ANNA THOMPSONS
CANADA/SPAIN/GERMANY
WED 10:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
Blissful harmonies, moody keys, and quick-as-lightning 
grooves are all right up front for this crew from the won-
derful trifecta of Canada/Spain/Germany. Their latest set of 
songs was produce with the help of the one and only King 
Khan, so you know they’re not messing around with the 
party vibes. 
theannathompsons.bandcamp.com

ARAABMUZIK
PROVIDENCE, RI
SAT 12:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Abraham Orellana’s calling card is his deep love for 
complex rhythms, which he produces with unnerving ease 
on his MPC drum machine. His machine gun style cuts 
through his melodies in real time as he taps out each banger 
with effortless fluidity. There are few who can boast the 
confidence and talent AraabMUZIK can as a producer and 
Orellana live productions continue to push the boundaries 
of making beats.
facebook.com/AraabMuzikMVP

ARRABIO
TRINIDAD, CUBA
WED 11:30 PM: DICKENS
You think you’re punk, punk? Try playing hardcore in a country 
where foreign music is illegal. Arrabio (trans: Pig Iron) are 
the end result of 20th-generation tape dubs in the most 
underground of scenes, plus imagination and rage against 
oppression of all kinds. Anything heavy is game: riffy metal, 
speedcore, even classic ‘77 punk rock. Gang vocals and lots of 
sweat, making history one power chord at a time.
arrabio.bandcamp.com

ASTRAL SWANS
CALGARY, AB
WED 10:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD
As the first musician signed on Dan Mangan’s Madic 
Records, and with a debut LP due out sometime in 2014, 
it’s clear this is the year for Astral Swans. The highly personal 

solo project of Calgarian experimental pop musician, Mat-
thew Swann (extra happy ghost !!!, Hot Little Rocket), Astral 
Swans’ lo-fi acoustic folk will appeal to fans of Nick Drake, 
early Bon Iver and Years-era Attack in Black.
astralswans.bandcamp.com

AYOO ANGIE
CALGARY, AB
WED 8:30 PM: LOCAL 510
A straight-up antidote to the basic bitch, Ayoo Angie tears 
up the Calgary streets with enough swagger and attitude 
for anyone who dares step foot in an Urban Outfitters. 
One of this city’s finest femcees, she owns the traditionally 
male-dominated game and merely smirks as you pick your 
jaw up off the floor after her set and watch her sashay away.
facebook.com/ayooangie

B-LINES
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 3:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
THU 11:00 PM: BAMBOO
FRI 9:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
Straight-up gritty punk that will leave you with whiplash, 
B-Lines don’t give a fuck and their frantic songs cut like a 
thousand knives. Are you prepared? Because your body will 
be left bruised, bloodied and sore, but that was the whole 
point anyway, right?
b-lines.bandcamp.com

B.A. JOHNSTON
HAMILTON, ON
FRI 11:00 PM: THE NO 1. LEGION
SAT 4:30 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SUN 3:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
Grab your Hortons and warm-up for the truffle shuffle, B.A. 
Johnston is coming to your town to help you party down. Sweet-
er than Feist and more colourful than a Hamilton Ti-Cats boogie 
van, Johnston wants to put his Baracus in your A-Team. Fast food, 
‘80s pop culture and barbarian warlords are all fair game when 
this waffle-lovin’ “Juno-winner” throws his weight around.
bajohnston.ca

THE BACKHOMES
VICTORIA, BC
THU 8:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
Ex–Besnard Lakes Kees Dekker still possesses his former 
band’s cosmic consciousness and reverb worship, but this 
collaboration with ex–Key of K guitar slinger, Aimée Van Drim-
melen, finds them expanding their world to embrace paisley 
underground pop and Kraut propulsion. Turn off your mind, 
relax, and ride a wooden ship to inner space on a river of 
lysergic fuzz. This elevator goes to the 13th floor — and beyond.
thebackhomesband.bandcamp.com

BALACADE
VICTORIA, BC
WED 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Hailing from the cold, damp Pacific Northwest is Balacade, a 
project helmed by Andrew Reynolds, lover of David Bowie, 
distorted reality and the changing seasons. His music is 
subdued, electronic-infused, alternative indie rock; it’s unas-
suming, oozing with agitation, yet gentle. It’s an exercise in 
blessed contradiction, the soundtrack to your comedown.
balacade.bandcamp.com

BandS
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THE BASEMENT DEMONS
CALGARY, AB
WED 8:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
This Calgary four-piece is the moment when your insides 
are drenched in alcohol and you’re lying on the floor of a 
strange woman’s basement about to get a stick-and-poke 
tattoo where only you can see it. Until you realize that three 
of the four band members are under 14. Then The Basement 
Demons are just really rad, lo-fi sludge.
thebasementdemons.bandcamp.com

BASS DRUM OF DEATH
OXFORD, MS
WED 12:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
SAT 1:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
Jean jackets, heartbreak, bong rips, reverb and indelible 
melodies are the backbone of Bass Drum of Death’s 
fuzzed-out, white boy, beach blues. Expanding the band’s 
membership (from two men to three — guitar, more guitar 
and drums) hasn’t made John Barrett’s trailer-bred muse 
any fancier: he still yelps and ooh-wahs toward a frantic, 
beer-bleached nirvana on the potholed main streets of 
Anytown, USA.
bassdrumofdeath.com

BEACH SEASON
CALGARY, AB
THU 3:45 PM: EAST VILLAGE
Melodic, funky and rich: Beach Season thumbs his nose 
at Calgary’s winter climes, crafting smooth beats which ebb 
underneath a flow of impossibly smooth, falsetto vocals. 
Keep dreaming of moving to the Caribbean with this young 
producer’s delicate compositions, which float between 
chilled out bliss and alternative R&B gauze. It’s always 
summer with Beach Season.
soundcloud.com/beachseason

BEN DISASTER
EDMONTON, AB
SAT 10:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
Disaster brings a heaping helping of the East Coast 
power-pop tradition to bear on heart-on-sleeve Alberta 
country-punk. Having honed his skills busking on Whyte 
Avenue, he hollers and rasps his way into your heart and fun-
ny bone. Fearless and free-ranging, his band might bust out 
an all-acoustic set, or be accompanied by transient random 

noise-bursts, depending on how they’re feeling that day. 
bendisaster.bandcamp.com

BESTIE
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 11:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
If you ever drifted off to sleep on a bus and awoken in a 
fantastical world of exotic rhythms and sparkling pop mel-
odies, then you may already be a member of the BESTiE 
BFF-club. Sinuous, digitized and a little bit coconuts, singer 
Tristan Orchard and his tribe of sunnyside-uppers swing 
from tree to tree like tuneful bonobos on a summer spree. 
bestie.bandcamp.com

BETRAYERS
EDMONTON, AB
SAT 3:00 PM: LOCAL 510
SAT 12:00 AM: BAMBOO
Bloom-garage Edmontonians fertilize a tapestry of paisley 
that’s all gritty with spring. Happy-spooky organ squeezes 
bleed into goth chords that smile at you like they’re about to 
pass you a note. Drift off to sleep in the sunshine until drops 
of green wax start to fall on your forehead.
thebetrayers.bandcamp.com

BITTER FICTIONS
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
Sunlight streaming through green water. A car accident in 
slow-motion. Drowning in molten glass. A metal lizard lum-
bering across a crowded sidewalk. Devin Friesen’s masterful, 
solo-guitar-feedback-and-pedals act is weirdly adept at conjur-
ing a wide range of feelings. Thoughtful, emotional drone that 
rings in the soul long after the ringing has left the ears.
bitterfictions.bandcamp.com

THE BITTERWEED DRAW
CALGARY, AB
SAT 9:00 PM: WINE-OHS
The heart of the old west beats in the Heart of the New West. 
Bitterweed Draw propel their old-time country and bluegrass 
on the foot-stompin’ rhythm of a plucky banjo and a twangy 
guitar that just doesn’t quit. This is the kind of western music 
that brands your heart with joy.
thebitterweeddraw.bandcamp.com

BLACK ATLASS
MONTREAL, QC
WED 8:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
THU 11:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Calling all Pet Shop Boys! Nü-wave young blood, Alex 
Fleming (a.k.a. Black Atlass), is poised and ready to send a 
flight of crisply tailored electro-ballads and hyper-sensual, 
break-beat masterpieces down the catwalk. Glossing over 
the static of metropolitan Montreal’s laptops and lapdanc-
es, this R&B blade runner gives modern hip-hop a sexy, 
pop-noir makeunder. 
blackatlass.com

BLACK COBRA
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
FRI 11:00 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
Deep in the labyrinthine lair of the terrible Frost King, two 
mammoth men, clad all in black, forge a cacophony of blud-
geoning, bony riffs, each more massive and inexorable than 
the last. Working in unison, perfected over years of toil, they 
form Black Cobra, a chilling doom metal duo whose souls 
know no rest, whose bodies only respond to pure volume. 
This is the winter of your discontent.
blackcobra.net

BLACK HELL OIL
SASKATOON, SK
WED 10:00 PM: BAMBOO
You could be forgiven for assuming that Black Hell Oil 
were born on the sun-baked tarmac of the Nevada desert, 
somewhere between the last city outpost and the first 
motorcycle gang clubhouse, rather than on the Canadian 
prairies. These Saskatoon riffers open up the throttle on 
their grooving howls and let their roars echos up into the 
endless blue skies. 
blackhelloil.bandcamp.com

BLACK WIZARD
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 10:00 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
Hidden in pungent swirls of bong smoke, Black Wizard 
conjure up psychedelic visions of melted demi-gods and 
grotesque pagan heroes. Time and space warp the walls 
of their jam space beyond recognition, so that all that 
remains is the purity of the quartet’s soul-crushing riffs. 
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BOB MOULD
MALONE, NEW YORK
An alt-rock icon, Bob Mould is without a doubt one of the 
most influential figures in independent rock. As frontman 
for Hüsker Dü, Sugar and now as a solo artist (though no 
less rocking and still writing tunes as catchy as a cold), he 
has amassed a songbook that is as remarkably good as 
it is deep. When Nirvana famously proclaimed they were 
“nothing new, Hüsker Dü did it before us,” they might not 
have expected that, at 53, he’d still be doing it, as well 
and longer than those he so deeply influenced.

“Bob Mould returns not as the forefather of modern indie 
rock, but as a vital contemporary.” - The Austin Chronicle
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After that, they rebuild the ego in their own vision, better 
and stronger than before.
blackwizard.bandcamp.com

THE BLIND SHAKE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
FRI 12:30 AM: THE PALOMINO
SAT 6:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA
SUN 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Guitarist Jim Blaha straps his glasses to his head at gigs; you 
might suspect The Blind Shake shave their heads to keep 
their hair from flying out of their follicles as they slam and 
stomp their way through their maniacal, future-caveman 
sets. His brother, Mike, sings (shouts, really) in unison while 
drummer Dave Roper does his best to pound his way to the 
centre of the earth.
theblindshake.com

BLITZEN TRAPPER
PORTLAND, OR
FRI 8:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA
Portland’s beloved, funky-folky five-piece has been plying 
their alt-country trade for almost 15 years now. Best known 
for harmonica- and banjo-strewn frolics and soulful slide 
guitar-imbued storytelling, these all-American gypsies 
want to sweep you away to their Wild Mountain Nation.
blitzentrapper.net

BLONDES
BROOKLYN, NY
FRI 1:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Brooklyn’s Blondes interlock together like a flawless factory 
floor, machinery pieces flowing over each other in perfect 
unison. Comprised of twin wireframe geniuses, Sam Haar and 
Zach Steinman, Blondes work big rooms with lithe grace, each 
element of their productions ticking forward with clockwork 
precision. There’s nary an element out of place or a strand of 
hair uncoiffed in Blondes, a seamless duo working as one.
facebook.com/blondesblondes

BOB MOULD
SAT 12:00 AM: REPUBLIK
See page 24 

BOOK OF CAVERNS
EDMONTON, AB
FRI 2:30 PM LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SAY 3:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
Hearts are a heavy matter for Book of Caverns. Their dirges 
are potent, swelling with patent sentiment as intricate guitar 
melodies tumble and weave between mournful lyrics. The 
emotion behind this post-hardcore outfit is as salient and 
subsuming as the sea itself.
bookofcaverns.bandcamp.com

BRAZILIAN MONEY
EDMONTON, AB
THU 12:30 AM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Brazilian Money wants your soul, but only if it’s on cassette. 
This Edmonton quintet somehow manages do to lo-fi indie 
pop in a way that sounds bright and clean, but still credible 
— and with the right amount of grit to make it genuine. Think 
of sushi and cigarettes at that after-hours place you’ve always 
wanted to take her.
brazilianmoney.bandcamp.com

BRY WEBB
LONDON, ON
FRI 7:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA

Canadian indie royalty, Bry Webb, may have made a name 
for himself as the Constantines’ silver-tongued lead vocalist, 
but this prodigal son has really hit his stride since going it 
solo. A DIY hero, Webb’s dusky hooks are a tribute to the old 
school of painterly songwriters who built his hometown on 
folk-rock and roll.
harbourcoats.tumblr.com

BURNT SHRINES
CALGARY, ALBERTA
WED 10:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
Remember in the late ‘80s when Sub Pop Records 
announced they wanted to focus on “this primal rock stuff” 
and proceeded to do just that? Burnt Shrines would fit 
right in on their roster, playing subdued, wavering rock 
gems that are offbeat, yet still manage to rock your socks 
off. Watch out for these newcomers, majesty is brewing. 
burntshrines.bandcamp.com

BURRO
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
As their avant-garde album Tangerine Rising portends, Bur-
ro wants you to dig in your boot heels and bask in the glow 
of their sizzling sonic onslaught. A post-everything amalgam 
of modern rock fossils and unfettered creative discourse, 
Burro’s catalytic innovations offer the bombastic thrills of 
tomb raiding and space roving without leaving the comforts 
of your own body. No passport required.
burroburro.bandcamp.com

CASHMERE CAT
MANHATTAN, NY
THU 8:45 PM: EAST VILLAGE
THU 1:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Though he now calls Manhattan home, Cashmere Cat – 
aka. Magnus August Høiberg – infuses the spirit of his 
hometown of Halden, Norway, into his music. Creating 
downtempo beats that are one part futuristic hip-hop, 
one part abstract electronic and one part cloudy-day R&B, 
Cashmere Cat has loaned his skills as a musician, producer 
and turntablist to artists like Ludacris and Wiz Khalifa.
soundcloud.com/cashmerecat

CATHOLIC GIRLS
CALGARY, AB
WED 10PM: REPUBLIK 
FRI 8:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE
Whether you’re smoking cigarettes out your bedroom 
window with a towel at the door or sneaking out to drive 
around in cars with boys, Catholic Girls are your perfect 
soundtrack. The Calgary synth-punk foursome takes our 
most sinister thoughts and reflects them back with occult, 
new wave punk. Be warned: Catholic Girls may reveal an 
inner darkness that will have you running to your local 
padre for absolution.
catholicgirlsxxx.bandcamp.com

CAVES
SASKATOON, SK
FRI 5:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 7:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
You never know what happens in the mysterious depths 
of underground caverns, where the billowing wind, 
dripping water, and oozing creatures emerging from 
the depths perpetually transform the topography from 
jagged to slick, filthy to luminescent. Saskatoon’s Caves is 
similarly varied: their music incessantly morphing from 
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pop to shoegaze, experimental, drone, ambient, and rock, 
then back again.
caves4.bandcamp.com

CHELSEA WOLFE
THU 12:00 AM: COMMONWEALTH
See page 26

COACH LONGLEGS
ST. JOHN’S, NL
FRI 9:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION UPSTAIRS
SAT 2:30 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
With their songs rarely breaking the two-minute mark (but 
insanely catchy for all that) and barely having learned to 
play their instruments (but perfect for the purpose), these 
townies are the new cheerleaders for raucous, DIY, basement 
punk with an East Coast, pop sensibility. Their fingers 
aren’t pointed anywhere except at the Fun Police. Boy-girl 
vocals, fuzz bass and cheapo keyboards don’t get any more 
celebratory than this.
coachlonglegs.bandcamp.com

COLD WATER
CALGARY, AB
THU 8:30 PM: LOCAL 510
Fronted by the ragged-voiced Kevin Stebner – also known 
around town as frontman for Stalwart Sons, owner of Bart 
Records and Revolution Winter, and principal behind the 
Choose Yer Own Festival – Cold Water’s tortured, alt-country 
draws inspiration from the wind-burned prairie landscape 
and the hearty people who can survive there.
coldwater.bandcamp.com

CONSTRUCTION & 
DESTRUCTION
PORT GREVILLE, NS
THU 6.30 PM: LOCAL 510 
SAT 8:00 PM: WINE-OHS
Teetering on the edge of Canada, in an old house in rural 
Nova Scotia, Construction & Destruction are building 
a lighthouse to cut through the darkness. Huge waves 
crashing off the Atlantic threaten to tumble the structure, 
but Colleen Collins and David Trenaman are relentless in 
their mission to erect the greatest pantheon to dark larks 

the world has ever seen, brick by brick. 
constructionanddestruction.bandcamp.com

COWPUNCHER
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:30 PM: WINE-OHS
SUN 4PM: HAULTAIN PARK
Country music has never really been known for its 
penchant for the grotesque, but then again, country music 
isn’t often played by the kind of maniacs that make up 
Cowpuncher. These barn-burning party-starters know how 
to get kicked out of shitty motels on the prairies, have had 
more shotgun weddings than you have birthday parties 
and have, by all scientific measures, replaced all the water 
in their bodies with Lucky. Twang never sounded so blurry.
wepunchcows.com

CROSSS
MONTREAL, QC
SAT 5:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 10:00 PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
Mythical demons roam the universe where Crosss originat-
ed, millennia before crawling out of the mud and emerging 
on earth. The trio continues to be possessed by dark forces as 
they pursue their mission of spreading doom and gloom on 
earth with their sludgy, psychedelic grunge rock.
facebook.com/crossscrosss

CRYSTAL SWELLS
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 9:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE
SAT 5:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
This Vancouver foursome graduated from a cover band to cre-
ating its own unique brand of distorted garage punk infused 
with surf rock jangle. Whether performing on-stage or in your 
parents’ basement, you can bet that any Crystal Swells show 
is going to be sweaty, dirty and, above all else, loud.
crystalswells.bandcamp.com

DAN DEACON
BALTIMORE, MD
FRI 1:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
Welcome to your dirty thirties. Dan Deacon is a mira-
cle-man who packs enough electronic firepower to blow 

away all of your preconceived notions. Adored for getting 
up close and personal with his audience, this auto-manipu-
lating techno-wizard will draw you into his web with cosmic 
vibes and satirical jibes.
dandeacon.com

DEADBEAT
BERLIN, DE
WED 1:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Berlin-via-Montreal DJ, Scott Monteith, has been produc-
ing for over 15 years now, filling dance-floors and playing 
festivals across Canada and Europe. With a wide base of 
experience and an obsession-to-detail, Monteith has devel-
oped an incredibly unique brand of dub-laden ambience 
that can move your body and mind. 
residentadvisor.net/dj/deadbeat

DEAD GHOSTS
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 12:30 AM: THE PALOMINO
FRI 9:00 PM: GOLDEN AGE CLUB
The only real problem Dead Ghosts have is that they’re too 
damn good at too many different genres. Whether it’s surf 
rock, garage, punk or key-driven rock romps, Dead Ghost 
have supplied the goods, rolled them tightly and provided 
the flame. All you need to do now is inhale. 
deadghosts.bandcamp.com

DEADKILL
SEATTLE, WA
SAT 5:00 PM: BAMBOO
SAT 12:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Amps that go to 11 have never known such fury. Deadkill’s 
night patrol announces itself in a blaze of pyrotechnics and 
snarls, five united voices building to one deafening cacopho-
ny. Never give up, never give in!
http://deadkill.bandcamp.com

DEAD SOFT
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 7:30 PM: GOLDEN AGE CLUB
You ever notice how the soundtrack to 10 Things I Hate 
About You is flawless? If Dead Soft had been a band in 1999, 
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CHELSEA WOLFE
SACRAMENTO, CA
If there are common threads to be found amid Wolfe’s 
unique brand of gothic drone-metal-art-folk songs, they 
would likely be related to the foreboding intensity and 
haunting vocal delivery with which she delivers them. 
Simply, these aren’t mere flirtations with genres, they are 
full-blown affairs of the heart; commited explorations that 
continue to shape the Chelsea Wolfe we know.

“She seems to exist alone in her own world, crystallizing 
and strengthening her musical language without com-
promising her original, principled vision.” - Pitchfork
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they most certainly would have written the title track to the 
movie. Their sweet-n-sappy melodies are the perfect counter-
point to their angsty vocals — parents can be such a drag. It’s 
high school all over and prom is coming up so fast.
deadsoft.bandcamp.com

DEVONIAN GARDENS
CALGARY, AB
THU 7:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
FRI 2:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
If San Francisco’s ‘60s garage psych-rock scene is officially 
revived, then Devonian Gardens stand as Calgary’s cham-
pion. Take their hands, as five of Calgary’s hardest working 
musicians transcend the plains of existence through 
spiralling guitars and expertly crafted vocal harmonies. 
devoniangardens.bandcamp.com

DIAMOND MIND
EDMONTON, AB
WED 7:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
THU 9:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
Dreamy pop soundscapes landing somewhere between the 
Beach Boys and Grandaddy are what Edmonton’s Diamond 
Mind are in the business of delivering and boy, oh boy, is 
business good. Formed only earlier this year, the band’s Fake 
Tape album is picking up steam and their Sled set promises 
to make all your beautiful lovely dreams come true. 
diamondmindofficial.bandcamp.com

DIRTY SPELLS
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 9:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
Straight from your gnarliest hangover, Dirty Spells blast 
apart your reality with sawed-off violins, motorik drumming 

and Italian, retro-futurist, science-fiction soundtracks. Hon-
estly, this is the most honest band to come out of Vancouver 
in some time, even if that honesty is chemically supplanted.
dirtyspells.bandcamp.com

DISAPPEARS 
CHICAGO, IL 
WED 12:00 AM: COMMONWEALTH
Birthday Party meets Joy Division in this creeping, desper-
ately lonely, experimental post-punk band that is six years 
young. Hell, even Sonic Youth’s Steve Shelley was hypno-
tized by their spacey rock rhythms, playing drums for the 
quartet before departing due to scheduling conflicts. Their 
spirit remains intact: these are the lullabies to paralyze. 
disappears.us

DIVEPOOL
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
FRI 6:00 PM: CONTAINR
The dreamiest band in town knows how to work a lucid 
reality to a tee, sucking you into their total shoegaze zone 
with lithe, round rhythms and stark guitar freakouts. The 
waves build up and crash all around you, enticing you to 
let go and plunge into their warm embrace. Don’t dive 
shallow into deep, dark waters.
facebook.com/Divepool

DJ BOB MOULD 
(PUNK ROCK FANCY)
MALONE, NY
FRI 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
The iconic indie frontman, of Hüsker Dü and Sugar fame, is 
set to unleash a solo DJ performance replete with the fanci-

est in punk rock cuts. Teaming up with the fine gentlemen in 
Hot Mess, you can expect the most salient hits in punk, rock, 
folk, psych, indie and, yes, even some house music.
facebook.com/bobmouldmusic

DOMINIC PIERCE
CALGARY, AB
THU 5:30 PM: THE PALOMINO (SHORT 
SET)
FRI 12:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Dominic Pierce has spent the majority of his life devoted to 
creating his own brand of R&B-laden house music. The result 
is a chilled-out vibe that oozes with soul. Just be careful with 
your intake, as it’s the type of sonic addiction that comes 
with deep withdrawal symptoms. 
soundcloud.com/dominicpierce

DORIES
MONTREAL, AC
FRI 7:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
Is “math pop” a genre? I think it should be. Dories are math 
pop. Local boys gettin’ their book-learnin’ done out in Mon-
treal, Dories combine varying time signatures, spastic drum 
work and staccato guitars into concise, tight pop songs. 
dories.bandcamp.com

DOUG HOYER
EDMONTON, AB
THU 12:00 AM: PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
SAT 11:00 PM: FLAMES CENTRAL
Young and comely, pop rock troubadour Doug Hoyer is a 
prolific member of the capital city’s Old Ugly Recording 
Company. Doubling-down on romance and humour, Hoyer 
is celebrated for his austere, yet quirkily-embellished, 
songbook. From the Muppet-inspired “Lakes of Mars,” to the 
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digital drift of “Snow Bank,” this sauterne musicologist will 
leave you starry-eyed and hungry for love. Who else would 
you trust to deliver your “Bulgogi Pizza” at 2 a.m.?
doughoyer.bandcamp.com

EACH OTHER
MONTREAL, QC
THU 12:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
FRI 1:00 AM: BAMBOO
What do Pop Rocks sound like? The answer is the wonky har-
monies and wayward melodies plucked by this teeter-totter 
outfit. With tinny jangles and sundry sounds, Each Other of-
fer some sweet-tart flavour into the garage rock palette. Their 
songs are as unpredictable as they are addicting, so don’t be 
surprised if you eat a whole package in one sitting.  
eachotherssongs.bandcamp.com

EARTHLESS
SAT 12:30AM: DICKENS
See page 33

ECONOMICS
SASKATOON, SK
FRI 11:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
Saskatoon’s Dean Summach has been making tunes under 
the Economics moniker since 2008 and has quietly built his 
following by making the smooth, glitchy jams that you can 
practically reach out and touch. An ambitious second album 
has been promised and Sled audiences will get a sneak peek 
at the collaborative and adventurous tunes this year.
economics.bandcamp.com 

ELLIOTT BROOD
TORONTO, ON
THU 11:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD

Light-hearted, cookie-cutter, Mumford & Sons, bullshit folk/coun-
try this ain’t. Elliott BROOD work the banjo hard, cutting deep 
grooves on wax and on the dance floor, a veritable monster of a 
trio. Mark Sasso sings about about all the ephemeral minutiae 
that defines growing up, growing old and falling in love, and 
never have you wanted to drive straight to the levee more.
elliottbrood.ca

THE EX-BOYFRIENDS
CALGARY, AB
SAT 10:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
The early oughts will not be remembered for their abun-
dance of charismatic, magnetic, ego-driven frontmen — you 
know, those unique characters that come to larger-than-life 
on stage and enchant everyone in the room with their 
sexual nihilism and blind disregard for anything but the 
here-and-now. The Ex-Boyfriends stand alone in this regard, 
furious rock and roll led by a rare breed of performer, clad 
in fabulous threads and drenched in whiskey. Watch his ass 
shake for the change and abandon all pretence.
facebook.com/pages/Ex-Boyfriends/15053418673

EXOTIC FUNCTIONS
CALGARY, AB
WED 10:00 PM: DICKENS
At its most abrasive, hardcore exists to obfuscate and obliter-
ate, jamming up any attempt at making polite sense of reality. 
Exotic Functions put your body to the test, confronting your 
preconceived bullshit with chemical-stained noise. Hate your 
parents, do drugs and burn this fucking place to the ground.
blacksunrising.bandcamp.com

FEEL ALRIGHT
CALGARY, AB
FRI 8:00 PM: GOLDEN AGE CLUB

SAT 3:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA
It’s easy to picture Feel Alright sitting on brown, vintage 
furniture sipping on warm glasses of cheap scotch. 
Watch as they open up the dusty curtains and let in the 
warm bask of surf, retro pop and garage influences. It’s 
grooving, moving and will make you feel more than just 
“alright.”
feelalright.bandcamp.com

FIST CITY
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
THU 6:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
FRI 4:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
Remember those people who you always invited to your 
parties — the one’s who always ended up destroying your 
house? Remember how fun that was? Sled Island veterans 
and local stalwarts, Fist City, are back again to revive those 
old feelings. If crashing punk rock is their vehicle, dragging 
behind it is a dirty bag of surf and pop vibes.
fistcity.bandcamp.com 

FIVER
TORONTO, ON
THU 9:30 PM: LOCAL 510
FRI 12:00 AM: WINE-OHS
Doubling as the frontwoman for Toronto outfit, The Highest 
Order, Simone Schmidt makes college radio wavering and 
alt-country steadfastness share sleeping quarters as Fiver. 
For revisitations of those afternoon bedroom reveilles, 
breathing a dusty haze of wilting bluebells. For a glass 
of warm gin left forgotten. For those who leave the door 
unlocked so the light can tiptoe in.
fiverforreal.bandcamp.com
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FLINT
EDMONTON, AB
SAT 11:30 PM THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Pure, manic energy radiates in white-hot waves off this 
most spastic Edmonton quintet, who are able to manipu-
late noise like it’s water and cram so many time signatures 
and key changes into a single, cohesive song that it seems 
like they warp time and space around themselves. Fuck 
physics, this is Flint.
flint.bandcamp.com

FOUNTAIN
VICTORIA, BC
WED 2:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
THU 10:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
SAT 2:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Fountain make the kind of post-punk that could only come 
from island people. The Victoria four-piece gives new mean-
ing to Canadian surf: think VHS recordings of 1990s family 
summers at the lake meets that bit of burning you feel in 
your cornea when your gaze wanders too near to the sun.
fountainonline.bandcamp.com

FREAK HEAT WAVES
VICTORIA, BC
WED 11:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 2:30 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
Often times a band’s name is about as relevant as their 
MySpace page. In the case of Victoria trio, Freak Heat 
Waves, it represents — intentionally or not — a close inter-
pretation of the band’s motif, as elements of post-punk 
and Krautrock swelter in a measured pace of laid-back 
vocals and sunny riffs. Stay hydrated, friends.
freakheatwaves.bandcamp.com

FRESH & ONLYS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
WED 1:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
THU 10:30PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
Led by charming champion, Tim Cohen (Black Fiction), this 
post-garage ‘80s throwback has a thing for long slow dances 
with grey-eyed girls. Bittersweet, battle-scarred and headed 
by San Francisco’s answer to Morrissey, it’s not surprising 
that the six-year-old psych-rock machine runs like poetry in 
motion. Haunted yet euphoric releases little doubt that their 
next emotional supernova is just around the corner. 
thefreshandonlys.blogspot.com

FURY THINGS
SAINT PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS, MN
WED 6:00 PM: LOCAL 510 
PARKING LOT
THUS 1:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
SAT 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Surfing across the Great Lakes, Twin-City shoegazers Fury 
Things have a knack for generating, and catching, their 
own waves. Originating out of an abandoned acrylic facto-
ry, the vibrant, three-piece weaves together reverb and joy 
to fabricate its own unified punk-pop vision. Midwestern 
armchair activists awash in post-rock reverie and ‘90s 
nostalgia, these fuzzy fellas are pushing more than wah-
wah pedals when they reference Sonic Youth, Foo Fighters 
and Superchunk. 
furythings.bandcamp.com

GARY DEBUSSY
EDMONTON, AB
SAT 2:00 PM: BAMBOO
Instrumental, experimental, post-mental noise rock out 
of the endless expanses of Edmonton’s prairies. Some of 

the greatest moments in their moody music spring from 
unexpected delights as they clash ideas together with wild 
abandon and a total disregard for rules. By the end of their 
set, you’ll feel like Gary Debussy has been your favourite 
band since forever ago.
garydebussy.tumblr.com

GAYTHEIST
PORTLAND, OR
SAT 3:00 PM: BAMBOO
SAT 10:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Oh, the blasphemy! Three dudes from Portland are de-
scending on Calgary and sending all but the most hardened 
miscreants running for the Rockies. Fast, loud and proud, 
Gaytheist’s sweat-drenched hard rock and goofy, wierdo 
lyrics will leave your throat seared in all the right places.
gaytheist.bandcamp.com

GHIBLI
EDMONTON, AB
THU 11:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
If The Field made dance-floor bangers instead of music to 
mope beside a fireplace — whoa, check it out: Ghibli! Leaning 
heavily on disco samples and gain pumping, and laced with 
snippets of classical music, this is seriously trippy experimental 
trance — and because it exists, nobody has to be sad ever again. 
ghibli.bandcamp.com

GIRL ARM
MONTREAL, QC
WED 10:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
THU 11:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
If you’re in need of a twelve-step program for throwing 

BandS
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the conventional limitations of 4/4 time out the window, 
GIRL ARM’s noisy rock should certainly be part of your 
rehabilitation. Hailing from Montréal, GIRL ARM embrac-
es atonality and dissonance, crafting atypical rhythmic 
structures and burying their distorted vocals under 
calculated riffs.
girlarm.bandcamp.com

GODS
EDMONTON, AB
FRI 10:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Smash your head on the punk rock! This high-energy 
garage trio goes straight for the throat with some of the most 
fuzzed-out, intense, howly-skronky stuff to have ever hit a 
dance floor with the hi-hat on the offbeat. How does a band 
get a lo-fi sound live? They’re GODS, that’s how.
gods780.bandcamp.com

THE GREATER WALL
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 9:00 PM: BAMBOO
Vancouver’s The Greater Wall are about to kidnap you. But 
it’s all right — they only want to show you a place speckled 
with geometric palm trees and connect-the-dots crescent 
moons. Rainy post-punk fits itself into a quadrilateral and 

then screams and breaks out again. Bring that pair of white 
sneakers you have been meaning to wear a little dirt into.
thegreaterwall.bandcamp.com

GRETCHEN
CALGARY, AB
THU 9:30 PM THE #1 LEGION UPSTAIRS
Taking the slinky, reverb-drenched guitar lines of much-
loved local band, Women, as a starting point, the guitar-
bass-drums trio Gretchen launch themselves into jagged 
terrain. Surf rock, avant-noise and even math rock rear 
their heads by turns in ever-transforming soundscapes of 
highbrow/nobrow art rock that’s not afraid to clutch tight or 
headbang loose according to the needs of the moment.
gretchen.bandcamp.com

HAG FACE
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:00 PM: TUBBY DOG 
FRI 10:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
SAT 3:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
They aren’t pretty, they just look that way. Cramp(s)-inspired 
fishnet punk rock with a bad attitude. These jukebox jezebels 
pack more wallop than a roller derby on Red Bull. Unlock 
your sons and bring out the good hooch. Hag Face isn’t in-

terested in dragging a man to the altar; they’re just looking 
to get altered, man.
hagface.bandcamp.com

HANA VAVE
CALGARY, AB
WED 6:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
FRI 6:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
The hazy hiss of disintegrating tape meets soft, sweet, 
nearly indecipherable vocals that whisper quietly above the 
fever dream. A guitar strums to blissed-out surf rock while a 
throbbing bass drum brings organization to the melee. This 
is a quartet who brings the weird in their quiet, special way.
hanavave.bandcamp.com

HAND CREAM
MONTREAL, QC
SAT 10:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
The tripped-out psych pop of Montreal’s Hand Cream transi-
tions nicely between the droning and the driving, creating a 
wave that crashes and recedes as it pleases. And I do mean 
“crash.” Hand Cream comes in with the guitar grooves like a 
semi truck that hates checkstops. This is a band that’s a tour 
de force with either subtlety or power.
handcream.bandcamp.com

BandS

DISAPPEARS
CHICAGO, IL 
Coalescing from the miasma of disbanded Chicago heavy-
weights, Disappears emerged fully formed and jagged, a 
hazy clash of garage, kraut and shoegaze. Ex-members of 
the Ponys, Boas and 90 Day Men crank out angular punk 
that trades in immediacy for a more refined psychedelia, 
powered by an electric rhythm machine that dreams of 
android sheep. Motorik beats mean no delay and their 
shoegaze expanse can bend the horizon around their cen-
tre. Hold off on calling home, this will be one of the defining 
sets of 2014.

“there was poise to it, a sense of all those elements running 
off one another to create a glorious noise, mapped out in a 
place you could retreat to and get lost in for days at a time.” 
- Pitchfork 
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HEAVEN FOR REAL
HALIFAX, NS
SAT 1:30 PM: LOCAL 510 
PARKING LOT
SAT 9:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Hailing from Halifax, Heaven for Real is happy to plunk 
down a mattress right outside your front door and wait for 
you to come out and dance. This alternative art-pop sounds 
as if it was plucked from the sea, the sky and the heart of the 
pigeon-toed boy next door at the same time. 
heavenforreal.bandcamp.com

HELLO MOTH
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:30 PM: WINE-OHS
SAT 10:00 PM: FLAMES CENTRAL
Last year’s Infinitely Repeated was a local cult classic 
and appropriately so — expressive keyboards stretch 
into filmic expanses that wouldn’t be out of place in 
an art-house score. Sombre ambient-tinged synth trails 
and hollow, sorrowful wails let you be what the shadows 
ask you.
hellomoth.bandcamp.com

HEXRAY
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
Calgary’s own HexRay is the perfect realization of what 
would happen if your favourite garage rock band was 
rehearsing one night and suddenly got adducted by aliens. 
But, instead of weird probes and stuff, the aliens were so 
charmed by the band’s beer drinkin’ and partyin’ that they 
decided to start playing keys for them and return back to 
Earth as one rockin’ unit determined to bring party peace 
to the world.
hexray.bandcamp.com

HIGH ENDS
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 10:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
In a move that seems to be ever more common these days, 
Yukon Blonde’s frontman, Jeffrey Innes, took some time 
off from his main project to write collaborative material 

with some friends. When that didn’t pan out due to heavy 
touring schedules, he forged ahead on his own, creating 
High Ends, a synth-tinged, soft rock wash that dreams of 
lounge lizards and sunflower fields. More of an evolution 
than a revolution, High Ends gives us further glimpse into 
what makes Innes excited.
facebook.com/highendsmusic

HIGHKICKS
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:00 PM: LOCAL 510 
PARKING LOT
Danny Vacon and Matt Doherty’s bass ‘n drum assault on 
the “two-piece rock” genre continues. The only pre-requi-
site to a HighKicks show is a case of cheap Pilsner and the 
grimiest pair of party pants you can find in that cluttered 
laundry basket you call your bedroom. 
highkicks.bandcamp.com

HOLGANS 
CALGARY, AB 
THU 11:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
Take a walk in the night garden, where sonic and visual 
feasts await. Calgary quintet Holgans, dubbed the “other-
worldly lovechild-utopia of songwriter Ryan Bourne and 
visual artist Kiarra Albina,” utilize otherworldly projections 
amidst dreamy, psychedelic rock/pop and nature-drone. 
In short, it’s music for tranquility and serenity, taking 
unexpected deviations that will make your thoughts run 
wild into the darkness. 
holgans.bandcamp.com

HOT MESS
CALGARY, AB
FRI 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
With a healthy love of moving bodies, the duo behind 
Hot Mess, Blake Spence and Sean Stewart, have become 
masters at throwing the ultimate dance party. Usually 
taking over Local 522 once a month, Hot Mess is a 
(straight-friendly) gay dance party that is sure to culminate 
in the most fun you’ve ever had on a dance floor. 
facebook.com/HotMessCalgary

HUMBLE GIANTS
CALGARY, AB
THU 9:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Humble Giants are Halfcut and TBT (Beni Johnson) and have 
been making a name for themselves in Calgary hip hop on 
the strength of their classic beats and smooth lyrical delivery. 
Each half of Humble Giants has a long list of accomplish-
ments behind him, but together, they form a duo greater 
than the sum of its parts. Calgary won’t be a hip hop sleeper 
hit for much longer.

ICARUS
REYKJAVÍK, ICELAND
FRI 3:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION
From instrumental post-rock to explosive, melodic hardcore, 
Icarus have found the perfect medium between emotive 
introspection and cathartic release. Flying together in a 
flock that includes Explosions in the Sky and this year’s 
headliners, Touché Amoré, Icarus are leaving the land of 
1,000 pristine landscapes and landing in Canada for the first 
time this summer.
facebook.com/IcarusIceland

ICEBERG FERG
VICTORIA, BC
WED 8:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD
Iceberg Ferg is a throwback, plain and simple. His finger-
picked melodies and high-pitched, Alan Wilson-esque 
vocals carry a deep nostalgia from the ‘60s folk and blues 
scenes. Sit back, relax and let Mr. Ferg transport you to 
simpler time with just his guitar and some truly poignant 
lyrics.
icebergferg.bandcamp.com

INVASIVES
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 11:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
A three-piece full-frontal rock band comprised of brothers 
Adam and Byron Slack and drummer Hans Anus, who have 
been playing together since teenagehood. While they’re 
real men with beards now, the members of the Slack-Anus 
collaboration haven’t outgrown their sense of brainy 

BandS

EARTHLESS
SAN DIEGO, CA
The fifteen-plus minute, mind-melting sonic explorations 
of this San Diego instrumental rock trio make a strong 
case for the appropriateness of their name: the extended, 
instrumental explorations simply don’t seem of this world. 
Featuring members of jaw-dropping live acts, Rocket From 
The Crypt, Howlin’ Rain, Nebula and Hot Snakes, a pow-
er-trio this forceful is just about as rare as a band described 
as “psych-rock” actually being a psychedelic rock band 
these days. Forget not knowing where you set the remote 
down after packing a bowl, you’ll have trouble finding all 
the fragments of your mind after being pummelled by 
Earthless’ relentless stoner jams.

“Earthless don’t leave room for misinterpretation or error 
concerning their mission: they are a long-winded guitar trio, 
hell-bent on riding six electric strings directly out of this 
atmosphere.” — Pitchfork 
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BAMBOO temple black hell 
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BIG SECRET THEATRE one yellow rabbit presents:
radioheaded 
2: a listening 

party to watch

BROKEN CITY caffe beano 
presents: sightlines hexray quaker 

parents ps i love you

CENTRAL UNITED CHURCH shaani cage black atlass rhye

CJSW 90.9 FM - TUNE IN hell’s heroes w/ fountain
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presents: tomahonqii girl arm freak heat 

waves disappears

COMMONWEALTH (DOWNSTAIRS) dirty spells burnt 
shrines jung people

DICKENS PUB garbage daze 
and sled island present:

exotic
functions

skin
colour arrabio power trip

GLENBOW - CONOCOPHILLIPS THEATRE last shop standing

HIFI CLUB hosted by 
sergio levels omhouse bestie natasha 

kmeto deadbeat

HILLHURST SUNNYSIDE FARMER’S MARKET hillhurst sunnyside market w/ music curated by sled island

THE IRONWOOD ckua 
presents: iceberg ferg kris ellestad astral 

swans william tyler

LOCAL 510 rap x a.y.e. ayoo angie young
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LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT fury things nn war baby highkicks

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE national music centre 
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the basement 
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relationship hag face
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BAMBOO beatroute bc & winnie cooper present 
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the greater 
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coast present:

natasha 
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 beat drop
 presents:

killer mike 
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a listening party 
to watch

BROKEN CITY wavelength 
presents: tigerwing wicked 
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oneohtrix 
point never
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CONTEMPORARY CALGARY sled island & contemporary 
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opening: in light of it: 
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presents
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friends gang

diamond 
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get to know calgary

w/ lab coast, fist city, dominic 
pierce, mark mills

mu vapid supermoon doug hoyer

REPUBLIK ffwd 
presents:

humble 
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old man 
markley
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polanski’s baby
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the younger 
lovers 

WINE-OHS jeff’s night out
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#1 ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION exclaim! 
presents:

renny 
wilson b.a. johnston teledrome dan deacon

#1 ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION (UPSTAIRS) coach
longlegs 36? technical

kidman mark mills

AVALANCHE! opening: pussy whipped

BAMBOO chart attack 
presents:

mormon 
crosses red sea mindtroll each other

BIG SECRET THEATRE
structured 
abstraction 

presents:

kyle kinane, hari 
kondabolu & guests

structured 
abstraction 

presents:

pat thornton, amanda 
brooke perrin & guests

BROKEN CITY pop montreal 
presents: stepmothers slates animal faces solids

CJSW 90.9 FM - TUNE IN radio party w/ soupcans my allergy to the fans 
w/ freak heat waves

COMMONWEALTH mint records 
presents: supermoon renny

wilson tough age jay arner

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP creative forum

CONTAINR containr & open streets 
calgary present: year of glad tiny shrine divepool

DICKENS PUB tba tba tba surprise 
guests

ENCANA PLACE opening: there is much i wish 
to know

ENCANA PLACE PLAZA (OUTDOORS) opening: we are the filters

FLAMES CENTRAL curated by 
dave hodge tba surprise 

guests!
joel plaskett 

emergency

GLOBE CINEMA co presented 
by cuff: the punk singer

GOLDEN AGE CLUB burger records & 
hardly art present: feel alright dead ghosts la luz shannon & 

the clams

HIFI CLUB hosted by 
wax romeo

ion magazine 
presents: hosted by wax romeo lu_shush economics dominic 

pierce blondes

LOCAL 510 pinner outer minds sightlines

LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT burro book of 
caverns

roman 
polanskis baby

screaming 
females hana vave the dories sheer agony johnny  

de courcy

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE cjsw  
presents:

catholic 
girls

crystal 
swells hag face soupcans

OLYMPIC PLAZA bry webb blitzen 
trapper neko case

THE PALOMINO marker magazine 
presents: b-lines strange 

attractor
public 
animal

the blind 
shake

THE PALOMINO (UPSTAIRS) alberta music & cbc 
calgary present:

devonian 
gardens slates fist city the lad mags woolworm sontag gods invasives the  

repossessors

REPUBLIK dj bob mould (punk rock fancy) + hot mess dance party

SHIP & ANCHOR absolute undergound 
presents: witchstone black 

wizard black cobra anciients

STRIDE GALLERY - LOWER LEVEL opening: 6 feet under

TUBBY DOG cfcr 
presents: the moas powder blue caves shooting 

guns
music waste 

presents:
the soft 
option stÖrc the nymphets tough age

WINE-OHS village jon mckiel samantha 
savage smith fiver
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AVALANCHE! opening: pussy whipped

BAMBOO chart attack 
presents:
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crosses red sea mindtroll each other

BIG SECRET THEATRE
structured 
abstraction 

presents:

kyle kinane, hari 
kondabolu & guests

structured 
abstraction 

presents:

pat thornton, amanda 
brooke perrin & guests

BROKEN CITY pop montreal 
presents: stepmothers slates animal faces solids

CJSW 90.9 FM - TUNE IN radio party w/ soupcans my allergy to the fans 
w/ freak heat waves

COMMONWEALTH mint records 
presents: supermoon renny

wilson tough age jay arner

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP creative forum

CONTAINR containr & open streets 
calgary present: year of glad tiny shrine divepool

DICKENS PUB tba tba tba surprise 
guests

ENCANA PLACE opening: there is much i wish 
to know

ENCANA PLACE PLAZA (OUTDOORS) opening: we are the filters

FLAMES CENTRAL curated by 
dave hodge tba surprise 

guests!
joel plaskett 

emergency

GLOBE CINEMA co presented 
by cuff: the punk singer

GOLDEN AGE CLUB burger records & 
hardly art present: feel alright dead ghosts la luz shannon & 

the clams

HIFI CLUB hosted by 
wax romeo

ion magazine 
presents: hosted by wax romeo lu_shush economics dominic 

pierce blondes

LOCAL 510 pinner outer minds sightlines

LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT burro book of 
caverns

roman 
polanskis baby

screaming 
females hana vave the dories sheer agony johnny  

de courcy

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE cjsw  
presents:

catholic 
girls

crystal 
swells hag face soupcans

OLYMPIC PLAZA bry webb blitzen 
trapper neko case

THE PALOMINO marker magazine 
presents: b-lines strange 

attractor
public 
animal

the blind 
shake

THE PALOMINO (UPSTAIRS) alberta music & cbc 
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devonian 
gardens slates fist city the lad mags woolworm sontag gods invasives the  
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REPUBLIK dj bob mould (punk rock fancy) + hot mess dance party
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presents: witchstone black 

wizard black cobra anciients
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TUBBY DOG cfcr 
presents: the moas powder blue caves shooting 

guns
music waste 

presents:
the soft 
option stÖrc the nymphets tough age

WINE-OHS village jon mckiel samantha 
savage smith fiver
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kondabolu + guests
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pat thornton, amanda 
brooke perrin + guests

BROKEN CITY hot plains & 
cjsr present: ben disaster the soft 

option nervous talk bass drum 
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CJSW 90.9 FM - TUNE IN double entendre preserves 
w/ technical kidman

basset sounds 
w/ u.s. girls

nocturntable w/ 
shooting guns

DICKENS PUB temple shooting 
guns the shrine earthless

FLAMES CENTRAL hello moth doug hoyer st. vincent

GLENBOW - CONOCOPHILLIPS THEATRE nuit blanche 
calgary presents: breath made visible

GLOBE CINEMA co-presented by csif: teenage

GOLDEN AGE CLUB  vice presents: fist city djs crosss strange 
attractor the spits

HAULTAIN PARK park sale youssou 
seck tba jon mckiel

HIFI CLUB ghettosocks 
& relic spurz araabmuzik tommy 

kruise

THE IRONWOOD stefana 
fratilla maica mia laura leif julianna 

barwick

LOCAL 510 beatroute annual 
hangover breakfast the lad mags mindtroll betrayers village

LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT beatroute annual 
hangover breakfast

heaven for 
real

coach 
longlegs

the younger 
lovers

b.a. 
johnston soft cure caves mayland jung people

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE yent woolworm tel fyr what’s 
wrong tohei

OLYMPIC PLAZA feel alright the shivas white lung the blind 
shake rocket from the crypt spiritualized (9:15)
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crystal 
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committee solids bob mould
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boyfriends white women public 

animal

TRUCK GALLERY opening: smokey summer 
solstice/member drive

TRUCK U-HAUL opening: phantom figures: 
curated by jenn jackson

TUBBY DOG weird canada 
presents: fountain hag face soupcans crosss heaven 

for real handcream koko jay arner

WINE-OHS construction & 
destruction

the bitterweed 
draw

the wicks savk
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MUSICFILMPRESENTER ART COMEDY EVENT ALL AGES 

VIEW THE FULL VISUAL ARTS LINEUP AT 
SLEDISLAND.COM/LINEUP/VISUAL-ART
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VENUES 11:00am 12:00pm 1:00pm 2:00pm 3:00pm 4:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm

GLOBE CINEMA
the selected works of emily 
kai bock & evan prosofsky

the 5000 fingers of 
dr. t

co-presented by 
beakerhead

HAULTAIN PARK parksale: a free outdoor art market with music curated by sled island

NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE
nmc 
tour

nmc 
tour

nmc 
tour

nmc 
tour

nmc 
tour

nmc 
tour

VICTORIA PARK - PARKLET ghost of the west:closing reception

sunday10

SLOTH RECORDS 
IN-STORE

JIFFY MARKER 1:00PM
STRANGE ATTRACTOR 2:00PM

B.A. JOHNSTON 3:00PM

PANACHE PIG ROAST
REPUBLIK

WILD ROSE SOUL CLUB DJS 3:00PM
JULIANNA BARWICK 5:00PM

U.S. GIRLS 6:00PM
OUTER MINDS  7:00PM

LA LUZ 8:00PM
THE BLIND SHAKE 9:00PM

SLED ISLAND WRAP-UP 
KARAOKE 

BROKEN CITY
9:00PM

1. THE #1 ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION (TWO FLOORS) -  
 116 7 AVE SE 
2. AVALANCHE! - 343 11 AVE SW (BSMT)
3. BAMBOO - 1201 1 ST SW
4. BEAT DROP - 1120 17 AVE SW 
5. BIG SECRET THEATRE - 205 8 AVE SE
6. BROKEN CITY - 613 11 AVE SW
7. CENTRAL UNITED CHURCH - 131 7 AVE SW
8. COMMONWEALTH (TWO FLOORS) - 731 10 AVE SW
9. COMMUNITY WORKSHOP - 4814 16 STREET SW 
10. CONTAINR IN SUNNYSIDE - 1020 2ND AVENUE, NW 
11. CONTEMPORARY CALGARY - 117 8 AVE SW
12. DICKENS PUB - 1000 9 AVE SW
13. EAST VILLAGE RIVERWALK™ PLAZA -  
 618 CONFLUENCE WAY SE 
14. ENCANA PLACE (AND PLAZA) -  
 150 9TH AVENUE SW 
15. FAIRMONT PALLISER (PASS PICK-UP) -  
 133 9 AVE SW 
16. FLAMES CENTRAL - 219 8 AVE SW
17. FORBIDDEN - 1209 1 ST SW #100
18. GLENBOW - CONOCOPHILLIPS THEATRE - 130 9 AVE SE
19. GLOBE CINEMA - 617 8 AVE SW

20. THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB - 610 8 AVE SE
21. HAULTAIN PARK - 225 13 AVE SW
22. THE HIFI CLUB - 219 10 AVE SW
23. HILLHURST SUNNYSIDE MARKET - 1320 5 AVE NW
24. THE IRONWOOD STAGE & GRILL - 1229 9 AVE SE
25. LOCAL 510 (AND PARKING LOT) - 510 17 AVE SW
26. NATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE - 134 11 AVE SE
27. NEW GALLERY +15 WINDOW - EPCOR CENTRE FOR THE  
 PERFORMING ARTS PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
28. OLYMPIC PLAZA - 228 8 AVE SE
29. THE PALOMINO  (TWO FLOORS) - 109 7 AVE SW
30. REPUBLIK - 217 17 AVE SW
31. THE SHIP & ANCHOR - 534 17 AVE SW
32. SLOTH RECORDS - 736B 17 AVE SW
33. STRIDE’S LOWER LEVEL - 1006 MACLEOD TRAIL SE
34. TRUCK GALLERY (AND U-HAUL) - 2009 10 AVE SW
35. TUBBY DOG - 1022 17 AVE SW
36. UNDERSTUDY - 1312 1 ST SW
37. VICTORIA PARK PARKLET - 1 ST SW NEAR 13 AVE
38. WINE-OHS - 811 1 ST SW

FOR VENUE ACCESSIBILITY INFORMATION, 

PLEASE VISIT SLEDISLAND.COM
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2. AVALANCHE! - 343 11 AVE SW (BSMT)
3. BAMBOO - 1201 1 ST SW
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fun. With more hairpin turns than a BC highway, their 
up-against-the-wall riff-punk never fails to amaze with its 
highwire stunting and nose-thumbing intensity.
invasives.bandcamp.com

JACQUES GREENE
MONTREAL, QC
THU 7:30 PM: EAST VILLAGE
THU 12:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
Jacques Greene’s name has become synonymous with 
forward-thinking dance music out of Montreal. The 
mysterious producer knows how to work anticipation 
and buildup, gently teasing out melodies and rhythms 
that traverse your body in the most natural way possible. 
Dance like no one is watching; everyone else is.
jacquesgreene.com

JAMES DEEN
KELOWNA, BC
THU 10:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
Indulgent computer beats seeping from Brennan Hender-
son’s very own bedroom. His strain of electronica is both 
sensual and saturating, as minimalist pulsations wed luxe 
beads of sound coalescing into savoury euphoria. You can 
transcend all this. In fact, you already have if you’ve been 
listening.
jamesdeen.bandcamp.com

JAY ARNER
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 4:30 PM COMMONWEALTH
SAT 12:00 AM: TUBBY DOG
Like his native city itself, Arner’s music is moderately 
introverted, easy to have a good time in and a little 
mossy in the corners. What unlikely anthem makes you 
glad to sing along to, “If you’re here for the fog to lift, 
don’t hold your breath”? Breezy melodies and warm 
synths put a spring in your step even as the rain drips 
down your neck.
jayarner.bandcamp.com

JERUSALEM IN MY HEART
MONTREAL, QC
SUN JUNE 15 8:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
WED 11:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
Arabic and electronic influences unite to create contem-
porary experimental soundscapes with a Middle Eastern 
flare. Combine that with their use of 16mm film projections 
and light-based constructions of space and the result is an 
experiential live performance that melds the sonic and the 
visual in an orgy for the senses.
jerusaleminmyheart.com

JIFFY MARKER
VANCOUVER, BC
SAT 8:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
SUN 1:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
Growing up sucks. You know it and so do Jiffy Marker. 
Replace all those bills, neckties and grown-up hassles with 
songs about skating and breaking up with your girlfriend 
via text message. With some of the catchiest power-pop 
punk around, they stay forever young, like a bad Mel 
Gibson movie.
jiffymarker.bandcamp.com

JOEL PLASKETT EMERGENCY
FRI 12:00 AM: FLAMES CENTRAL
See page 48

BandS
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JOHNNY DE COURCY
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
FRI 9:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SAT 4:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
The soulful rock-and-roll of this West Coast juggernaut 
is a panorama of contrasts: thoughtful and tremulous; 
delicate, yet road-hardened. Ex-Black Wizard guitarist 
Johnny de Courcy brings his perfectionist tendencies 
to a new discipline with his latest musical enterprise. 
Paired with the clean lines of his Death Rangers band, de 
Courcy’s dulcet tones carve a path through the canyons 
of Canadian paisley-punk. Teenage angst doesn’t stand 
a chance when faced with the self-satisfaction of de 
Courcy’s cri de coeur. 
johnnydecourcy.bandcamp.com

JOM COMYN
EDMONTON, AB
WED 5:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
THU 10:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD
Jom Comyn’s unhurried and introspective folk has a hint 
of 1950s rock ‘n’ roll that betrays an old soul. Driven in 
equal measure by his guitar and his smooth baritone, the 
Edmonton singer-songwriter’s music conjures moments of 
standing at a threshold: the hushed hours of the morning 
between when the house has emptied and when you go 
to bed; the dark and quiet streets between where you 
came from and where you’re going.
jomcomyn.bandcamp.com

JON MCKIEL
AMHERST, NS
FRI 10:00 PM: WINE-OHS
SAT 6:00 PM: HAUTAIN PARK
Halifax’s Jon McKiel is a multi-instrumentalist sing-
er-songwriter who uses both traditional and noncon-
ventional instruments to achieve his vision: thick indie 
folk that juxtaposes his warm vocals with sludgy guitars. 
McKiel’s music occupies the space between a garage 

plastered with mud and old newspapers and a hushed 
church still haunted by the spirits that haven’t quite 
moved on.
jonmckiel.bandcamp.com

JONS
VICTORIA, BC
WED 10:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Soaked in effects and overt in its love for the Buddy Holly 
and Dick Dale side of sun drenched, surf rockabilly, Jons 
makes music for lovers, dreamers, and dancers. There is no 
rock machismo here — instead you’ll find peculiar rock that’s 
disarmingly simple, yet never prosaic.
deaslou.bandcamp.com

JULIANNA BARWICK
BROOKLYN, NY
SAT 11:30 PM: THE IRONWOOD
SUN 5:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Simultaneously ambient and intense, Barwick’s almost 
wordless voice-scapes drift and morph slowly, like clouds 
full of electricity. Accompanied only by her own keyboard 
playing and, sometimes, by pulsing, echoing guitars, she 
loops her voice in reverberant layers, conjuring a kind of 
Gregorian fever-dream that Tolkien’s elves might spin at an 
after-hours chillout party.
juliannabarwick.com

JUNG PEOPLE
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
SAT 9:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
Could the instrumental Jung People be the most ambitious 
band in Calgary? If their latest release, Gold Bristle, is any 
indication — the release was recorded in Montreal’s hotel2t-
ango and is screen-printed, bound and assembled by hand, 
and includes a 26-page storybook — these post-rockers 
know how to dream big in sprawling technicolour.
jungpeople.bandcamp.com

KILLER MIKE
THU 12:00 AM: REPUBLIK
See page 50

KLINE
VANCOUVER, BC/CALGARY, AB
THU 3:00 PM: EAST VILLAGE
Lost amidst an unfamiliar, featureless, grey landscape, Kline 
begins to rebuild his world, one forlorn beat and dulcet synth 
at a time. Introspective and calculated, this solo producer 
creates expressive landscapes that glitter on twilit streets and 
dance from room to room with ethereal grace. Subtlety is the 
name of the game for Kline and his low-key compositions are 
the perfect comedown music for the end of the night.
soundcloud.com/kline

KOKO
MONTREAL, QC
SAT 11:00 PM: TUBBY DOG 
Montreal grimace-pop drags a lollipop stick up and 
down your neck, but kisses it before blood is drawn. Kick 
something shiny and new with a vengeance like you’re so 
lyrical-punk it stings, but don’t be surprised when it asks 
for you to do it again. This planet is a jangly one, some-
times, and KoKo try to understand the mess of it all.
koko1.bandcamp.com

KRIS ELLESTAD
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:00 PM: THE  IRONWOOD
Until you’ve seen him live, it’s hard to fully comprehend Kris 
Ellestad’s seemingly effortless and devastating, crooned 
delivery of expert folk songcraft. While his performances 
have become increasingly rare in Calgary over the years, 
they have also become increasingly vital in a genre that too 
easily takes the middle road.
krisellestad.bandcamp.com

LA LUNA
CALGARY, AB
FRI 4:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION
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JOEL PLAKSETT EMERGENCY
HALIFAX, NS
The Polaris Music Prize-nominated Joel Plaskett is one of 
Canada’s best, most prolific and enduring songwriters, 
defining and redefining what it means to be a Canadian 
singer-songwriter. With a discography overflowing with per-
fectly penned rock n’ roll Canadiana and a stage presence 
and charisma that calls to mind the great Jonathan Richman, 
it’s no wonder that Plaskett has found a way to skillfully 
keep evolving over the course of his career, now more than 
two decades ripe. From his Sloan-via-Led Zeppelin channel-
ing days in Thrush Hermit, to his more experimental turns in 
Neuseiland, to his current stint as iconic, proudly Canadian 
troubadour, Plaskett is an inspiration to legions of musicians 
from coast to coast to coast.

“Joel Plaskett is Canada’s hardest working national trea-
sure.” — The Grid
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“I can’t hide my anger anymore,” mumbles frontwoman 
Vanessa Gloux as the band seethes behind her and she 
proves it with soul-wrenching screams over furious, mathy 
blasts of guitar-and-drum skronk. The post-hardcore/
skramz quartet formerly known as Brain Fever are already 
the hardest-working kids in DIY. As they mature, they’re 
becoming the most intense and emotionally expressive 
as well.
lalunaband.bandcamp.com

LA LUZ
SEATTLE, WA
FRI 10:00 PM: GOLDEN AGE CLUB 
SUN 8:00 PM: REPUBLIK
A surf-revival vision quest featuring triple-threat singer/
songwriter/guitarist Shana Cleveland, drummer Marian Li 
Pino, bassist Abbey Blackwell and organist Alice Sandahl, La 
Luz is an all-girl beach party that sounds right at home on 
the prairies. Velvety vocals and guitar-heavy dreamscapes 
with a retro-rockabilly edge set this high-energy lo-fi band 
apart as ones to watch.  
laluz.bandcamp.com

LAB COAST
CALGARY, AB
THU 5:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
THU 9:30 PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
If lists are a music nerd’s selfie, Lab Coast has a tumblr 
feed replete with mirrors in which your recognize your ide-
al self. Five forward-thinking Calgarians play immaculate 
bedroom pop that filters like afternoon sunlight through 
the gauze curtains you haphazardly put up when you first 
moved in. The light is perfect, get the camera. 
labcoast.bandcamp.com

THE LAD MAGS
EDMONTON, AB
FRI 5:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
SAT 1:00 PM: LOCAL 510
SAT 10:00 PM: THE PALOMINO
Honey sleaze-soul sparkles and shimmers all the way 
from Edmonton’s garage. Imagine the Supremes in dirt 
and black, a female Roy Ayers inside a crystal ball. Fit the 
silver lid on the garbage can tight, lest blood-red confetti 
tumble out and out and out.
theladmags.bandcamp.com

LAURA LEIF
CALGARY, AB
SAT 10:30 PM: THE IRONWOOD
As the golden waves of amber salute the prairies and crawl 

up the foothills, growing up into the proud firs and pines 
and oaks that blanket the Rockies, Calgary’s Laura Leif 
plucks their serene melody on a ukelele, swaying to and fro 
in the early fall breeze. In the wilderness, the genre doesn’t 
matter, your heart does.
lauraleif.bandcamp.com

LU_SHUSH
MISSOULA, MONTANA
FRI 10:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
Through extraction and sampling, lu_shush makes mal-
leable soundbits into full-blown narratives. These ‘scapes 
are potent nostalgia set to swelling electronic-based 
cadence. It is the sound of ambient experience itself.
mumbleteam.bandcamp.com

LUCID 44
CALGARY, AB
THU 7:30 PM: LOCAL 510
Markus Overland is arguably Calgary’s most underrated 
artist. Dude keeps making album after album, people 
keep not buying or talking about them. Stop it, will ya? 
Self-described as “sad bastard death folk,” but in reality 
a whole lot more wide-ranging than that label implies, 
Lucid 44 owes a lot to Sonic Youth’s more krautische mo-
ments, with overtones of Native traditional music and Vic 
Chesnutt. Alternately mumbling and howling, twanging 
and grinding, this is intensely introverted and mysterious-
ly pungent music.
lucid44.bandcamp.com

MAICAMIA
MONTREAL, QC
SAT 9:30 PM: THE IRONWOOD
Dream-drone from behind the curtain. Maica Armata’s 
haunting, broken vocals and coarse fuzzed-out strumming 
are propelled – but slowly, slowly – by flown-in samples 
and primitive drumming by the delightfully named Jonny 
Paradise. Recently joined by GY!BE’s Mauro Pezzente on 
bass, Maicamia is the soundtrack to hot rainy nights in dark 
concrete caves.
maicamia.bandcamp.com

MANCUB
CALGARY, AB
WED 10:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
In the sunset shadow of Black Mountain, MANcub stir, 
slowly awakening. It seems imperceptible: first a fuzzy riff, 
then a growing beat, until it rears its head and roars into 
the night. MANcub’s noise blues prowls with hearts full of 
desire and an animalistic thirst for adventure. 
mancubdasband.bandcamp.com

THE MANDATES
CALGARY, AB
TUE 10:30 PM COMMONWEALTH
WED 12:30 AM THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Following in the footsteps of the Exploding Hearts, the 
Mandates are buffing their leathers and polishing their 
boots to take you out. Dress snappy, wear comfortable 
shoes and strap a dagger to your thigh: you’re going out 
for an unforgettable night on the scene, bopping and 
dancing until the only way you can keep going is with a 
little help from that babe at the end of the bar. By the time 
the neon lights stop spinning, you’ll wonder why every 
night isn’t this rad.
mandates.bandcamp.com

MARK MILLS
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:00 PM: REPUBLIK
THU 6:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
FRI 12:30 AM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Intimate. Holistic. Passionate. Tranquil. Not the usual 
keywords to describe an artist in the music industry, but the 
tall, strapping lad known as Mark Mills expresses all of these 
principles in his addicting electro-pop stance. Come join Mills 
as he blazes his own trail through this funny thing we call life.
markmills.bandcamp.com

MAYLAND
CALGARY, AB
SAT 8:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
There’s something truly organic about local alternative 
rockers, Mayland. After being formed in a garage as a two-
piece in 2010, the band has allowed itself to grow into a 
fully formed five-piece, naturally. After a polished debut al-
bum that carried a forceful yet moving set of instrumental 
tracks, the band is ready to shine with their new vocalist 
and show Calgary the next step of their takeover. 
maylandmusic.com

MINDTROLL
BROOKLYN, NY
FRI 12:00 AM: BAMBOO
SAT 2:00 PM: LOCAL 510
SAT 12:30 AM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Snatching the damn-the-torpedoes amateurism of Og and 
K Records and using it for a raucous game of pig-in-the-mid-
dle, Mindtroll are a campy Dadabomb blowing cooler-than-
thou culture to smithereens. Their trashy, shouty, gleeful 
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pisstakes and celebrations played on accordions, Casios 
and random found instruments are this year’s unlikeliest 
dance-floor burners.
mindtroll.bandcamp.com

MISE EN SCENE
WINNIPEG, MB
WED 11:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Watching Winnipeg duo Mise en Scene absolutely light their 
career on fire makes their debut album, Desire’s Depsair, 
seem oddly premonitory. You can’t help but stand and watch, 
mouth agape, as Stefani Johnson and Jodi Dunlop mix a 
heady Molotov of ‘90s Bay Area pop punk and Phil Spector’s 
melody finesse into something that seems so natural and 
effortless, you can’t believe you didn’t think of it before.
miseenscenemusic.com

MISSION OF BURMA
BOSTON, MA
THU 1:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
“Ahead of their time,” “seminal” and, dare I say, “classic” 
are some of the terms bandied about when referring to 
these post-punk pioneers. There’s nothing necessarily 
wrong with the descriptors, it’s just that it devalues their 
continued influence in the rock pantheon. Imagine a world 
without Hüsker Dü, Archers of Loaf, or Dinosaur Jr. Pretty 

crappy, right? Well, you have Mission of Burma to thank for 
just about everything good in your record collection.
missionofburma.com

THE MOAS
SASKATOON, SK
FRI 3:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 10:00 PM: BAMBOO
If your type of shoegaze is the kind where lap steel and synths 
hold hands, Saskatoon’s The Moas need to make their way into 
your aural cavity. Get swallowed up in clouds made of orange 
light. Vacancy and wonder never sounded so good.
themoas.bandcamp.com

MODERN AQUATICS
CALGARY, AB
THU 12:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
Andy Flegel and Javier Palomino of the recently defunct 
Seahorse focus their shoegaze light into the layered 
darkness of no wave, with the help of members from fellow 
locals Faux Fur and Telstar Drugs. The result is an intriguing 
pool of post-punk and baroque-pop aesthetics.
modernaquatics.bandcamp.com

MORMON CROSSES
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 6:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM

FRI 10:00 PM: BAMBOO
Continuing the Pacific Northwest’s twin love affair with 
Washington, DC and mind-altering substances, these 
longhaired ne’er-do-wells play their bomb-shelter art-punk 
like Dischord was a psych label. Their alternate-tuned, 
angular/buzzsaw guitars, fluid drumming and Jah Wobble 
basslines have been setting minds ablaze up and down 
the I-5; there’s no telling what damage they’ll wreak now 
they’re east of the Rockies.
mormoncrosses.bandcamp.com

MU
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 9:30 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Mu is the duo of Vancouverties Brittney Rand and 
Francesca Belcourt, who together make experimental 
electronic dream-pop that wanders, unhurriedly, through 
the tragedies of youth. By mixing synthesizers with 
organic vocals, the four songs on their self-titled debut EP 
achieve a beautiful balance between fantasy and reality.
soundsofmu.bandcamp.com

MUERTE PAN ALLEY
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
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KILLER MIKE
ATLANTA, GA
Barbershop owner by day and critically-acclaimed, Atlanta 
hip hop legend in the making by night, Killer Mike has 
become one of the genre’s most important voices of the 
decade with the release of two provocative albums, 2012’s 
R.A.P. Music and 2013’s Run The Jewels, his collabora-
tion with Brooklyn producer El-P. The gravel-voiced MC’s 
commitment to empowering African American communities 
in the United States has become his defining calling card, 
continuously working towards elevating economically and 
socially marginalized folk towards long-term, sustainable 
careers.

“I make edutainment. I refuse to make any music that 
degrades me as a man. Rap made me study. Rap made me 
smarter. Rap made me harder.” — Killer Mike
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Bob Keelaghan! Jason Wooley! If those names don’t ring 
any bells, well then my friend you’ve been missing out. 
Both part of the majestic, dark and hands-down hometown 
favourite, Agnostic Mountain Gospel Choir, Muerte Pan 
Alley sees these boys continuing where the Agnostics left 
off: majestic, dark foot-stompers that will leave your beers 
empty, your conscience conflicted and a smile on your face.

THE NANCEES
CALGARY, AB
WED 11:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
These are the reckless and brazen-faced garage-rock relishes 
you’ve always thought were too good to be true. But the cult 
of Nancees is real, ready to make a believer out of you. Their 
hooks are rapid and foxy, immediately catching you on the sly 
until you find yourself feeling a lust and love you never knew 
was possible. All this and only your virgin ears as sacrifice. 
thenancees.bandcamp.com

NATASHA KMETO
PORTLAND, OR
WED 12:00 AM: THE HIFI CLUB
THU 6:00 PM: EAST VILLAGE
Natasha Kmeto’s breathless electronic productions move 
like organic creations with bodies of their own. Sliding 
between pop, dance and R&B with a wink and a feint of her 
hips, she’s as beguiling as she is ephemeral, a self-aware, 
self-medicated state of mind that prizes moodiness over 
barefaced honesty. Kmeto knows that the thrill is in the 
chase, not the catch, and she’s ready to go all night.
natashakmeto.com

NEEDS
VANCOUVER, BC

THU 12:00 AM: BAMBOO
Vancouver’s NEEDS take pride in getting banned from 
venues. Frontman Sean Orr’s explosive delivery and reckless 
disregard for the structural integrity of anything within his 
reach lead the ‘90s-inspired hardcore quartet through a 
frenetic set that disintegrates almost as soon as it begins. 
You have no idea how they hold it together to make it out 
alive, but it doesn’t matter: all men must die.
needsvancouver.bandcamp.com

NEKO CASE
FRI 9:30 AM: OLYMPIC PLAZA
See page 52

NERVOUS TALK
VANCOUVER, BC
SAT 12:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
Composed from former members of Lethbridge’s garage 
rock kings, Moby Dicks, and Vancouver hardcore act, 
B-Lines, Nervous Talk have made their “Introductions” and 
are ready to just play you some fucking rock and roll. If 
the Ramones and Buzzcocks are the starting points, then 
Nervous Talk are already at the finish line, drinks in hand. 
nervoustalk.bandcamp.com

NIGHT COMMITTEE
CALGARY, AB
SAT 10:00 PM REPUBLIK
A crack triumvirate of some Calgary’s most notable rock-and-
roll talents, Night Committee is home to vocalist/guitarist An-
drew Wedderburn, drummer Joel Nye, and vocalist/keyboard-
ist Lorrie Matheson.  A heady cocktail of cuntray and kick-ass, 
this local institution’s only crime is using an awkward pick-up 
line. Today, still wanted by the government, they survive as 

soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem... if no one else can 
help... and if you can find them... maybe you can hire...
nightcommittee.bandcamp.com

NN
EDMONTON, AB
WED 7:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT 
From a debut show to 30 people four years ago, to a 
headlining set at the Starlite for their album release, and 
a showcase set in Japan, Edmonton’s NN have had a wild 
career on the strength of their scuzzy garage punk. They 
show no signs of letting up as they continue to take the 
world by storm, one gnarly riff at a time.
nnedmonton.bandcamp.com

NO RIVER
CALGARY, AB
THU 9:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD
At home at either the nightclub or honky tonk stage, Cal-
gary’s own No River have been making a name for them-
selves with their take on the whiskey-soaked, gravel-voiced 
boot-stompers for a few years, now. But, not content to rest 
on their laurels, the band’s latest, Swamp Days, takes turns 
drifting from the twang to a much more psychedelic place, 
where the keys and electric guitar can wander around and 
build into a wonderful chaos.
noriver.bandcamp.com

THE NYMPHETS
MONTREAL, QC
FRI 11:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 12:00 AM: THE PALOMINO
Inspired by British pop and North American busk, long-time 
co-conspirators Johanna, Jared and Benjamin have a 
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distinctive punk-roots accent when it comes to expressing 
their quirky joie de vivre. A celebratory exploration of artistic 
camaraderie, these barstool prophets have all of your favour-
ite records in their collection.
thenymphets.com

OLD MAN MARKLEY
LOS ANGELES, CA
THU 12:30AM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
If love can be found at the bottom of a bottle, bluegrass 
punks Old Man Markley are this generation’s most hopeless 
romantics. Their upbeat twang-and-grind is made for carous-
ing early into the morning, throwing back a bottle of whiskey 
and being best friends with everyone in the bar. Hangovers 
have never been so worth it.
oldmanmarkley.com

OMHOUSE
TORONTO, ON
WED 10:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
Toronto’s Omhouse is the brainchild of Steven Foster and the 
kind of project that produces the kind of urgent, immediate 
pop of which dreams are made. Reminiscent of those 
early Shins records no one can deny liking, Foster weaves 
his songs as though dreams have come to life and started 
making your morning coffee for you.
omhouse.bandcamp.com

ONEOHTRIX POINT NEVER
BROOKLYN, NY
THU 9:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
Brooklyn is a mythical place where sorcerers awash in LED elec-
tro gather and hum against each other like a hive of vibrating 
insects. At the very least, it’s where Daniel Lopatin hails from 
and it represents a frothing miasma of ambience that he’s 
about to share with the prairies. You could call it frequency 
modulation synthesis, or you could just call it apocalyptic radio.
pointnever.com

OPEN RELATIONSHIP
VICTORIA, BC
WED 10:00 PM: TUBBY DOG

Ever wake up in the morning after a night of drinking and 
slowly walk home, wondering what you’re doing with your 
life? Me neither. Same goes for Victoria’s Open Rela-
tionship. But say you had. You’d probably write a bunch 
of punk songs about partying and learning from your 
mistakes, right? Yeah. Me too. Vitriol, bouncy bass lines 
and melody all meld together in Open Relationship and 
angst has never felt so fun.
openrelationship.bandcamp.com

OPERATORS
WED 12:00 AM: REPUBLIK
See page 55

OUTER MINDS
CHICAGO, IL
WED 12:30 AM THE SHIP & ANCHOR
FRI 3:00 PM: LOCAL 510
SAT 1:00 AM: BAMBOO
On the venerable Southpaw Records, Chicago’s Outer Minds 
are one half jangle pop, one half garage shimmer and one 
half psych haze. As if operating on a different dimension, 
they’ve made their way into that portion of your brain in 
which songs get stuck for days and set up their own, DIY 
distro shop. Expect to fall in love with something new.
outerminds.bandcamp.com

PHALEC BALDWIN
SASKATOON, SK
THU 10:30 PM: THE LEGION #1 
UPSTAIRS
The missing Baldwin brother has been found lurking in 
the empty back streets of Saskatoon, tweaked out on glow 
drugs and murmuring something about ritual components 
needed for the next seance. Not without a trace of irony, 
Phalec Baldwin gently nurse him back to health, chanting 
dulcet, lo-fi pop ditties to rest his troubled soul.
phalecbaldwin.bandcamp.com

PINNER
VICTORIA, BC
WED 10:30 PM: THE LEGION #1 
UPSTAIRS

FRI 2:00 PM: LOCAL 510
These newcomers to the Victoria music scene might just be 
the sleeper band on the bill. With only a demo release and 
a handful of shows under their belt, the four person boy-girl 
split, composed of former bands Annette’s Beach Party and 
Slam Dunk, have quickly shown off a fuzzy up-tempo guitar 
rock with a hint of ‘90s slacker.
pinnerrule.bandcamp.com

POP CRIMES 
WINNIPEG, MB
SAT 7:30 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
Taking a nonchalant approach to post-punk fervour, Pop 
Crimes has never paid much attention to mainstream buzz. 
Instead, the disarming quartet prefers to surf their own 
sonic wave of Dead Kennedy guitar vortexes and plaintiff 
Stooges outcries. From the psyched out spin of “City/
Head,” to the punctual fracturing of “Digital Dream/Radio 
Eye,” this melodic chain gang’s fine grinds will put a little 
gritty in your city.
popcrimes.bandcamp.com

POSTNAMERS
GRANDE PRAIRIE, AB
WED 10:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
Ice Cube forever ruined the words “Ghosts of Mars,” 
but it would’ve made for a great description of Matthew 
Wilkinson’s POSTNAMERS project. There’s something alien, 
haunting and even religious about the electronics and voices 
that reverberate through the mind of Wilkinson, which he 
then echoes out to the world. 
matthewawilkinson.bandcamp.com

POWDER BLUE
SASKATOON, SK
THU 9:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 4:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Powder blue is the colour of a prairie winter sky: 
beautiful and crisp, but still cold enough to chill you to 
the bone. Similarly, Saskatoon’s chilled, psychedelic rock 
foursome, Powder Blue, combine the ethereal beauty of 
wandering shoegaze vocals with haunted fuzzy riffs. It all 
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NEKO CASE
VERMONT
Though we’ll claim her as an honourary Canadian, this 
two-time Grammy Award nominee is among the most cel-
ebrated and eclectic singer-songwriters in the world. With 
a voice that either is a gift from the heavens or the result 
of a grounded, hard-working life, Case has managed to 
both master and transcend the genre tags often thrown at 
her, whether it be in her earlier work in seminal Vancouver 
bands, Cub and Maow, her stint with Canadian AM radio 
pop supergroup, The New Pornographers, or her moves as 
a solo artist from alt-country standards to noir and surreal 
pop. Few artists today can boast Case’s diversity and staying 
power as she forges ahead with each new release.

“Country music is completely punk rock. It’s the original 
punk rock.” — Neko Case
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came together in their debut EP, which was called one of 
the best psychedelic albums of 2013.
powderbluemusic.bandcamp.com

POWER TRIP
DALLAS, TX
WED 12:30 AM: DICKENS
Steel and speed meet in a destructive wreckage on the 
Texan highway, bloated carcasses sweating in the high 
summer sun. Power Trip are born from the chaos, a vicious 
blend of hardcore and thrash that pays close attention 
to the groundbreaking work done by the Cro-Mags and 
Nuclear Assault. The more nasty and brutish life is, the 
louder Power Trip play.
powertriptx.bandcamp.com

PROJECT PABLO
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 4:30 PM: EAST VILLAGE
The artist formerly known as 8prn, Patrick Holland, is now 
making waves in the underground electronic scene as 
Project Pablo, his ambient, experimental take on the classic 
Chicago house sounds. Holland’s experience belies his 
youth, which he channels into a relentless stream of remixes 
and releases that sound fresh and alive.
facebook.com/djprojectpablo

PS I LOVE YOU
KINGSTON, ON
WED 1:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
Guitar histrionics may seem a bit gauche in the world of 
self-aware minimalism (or self-indulgent maximalism), but 
when Paul Saulnier of PS I Love You effortlessly flicks away 
another eloquent, legato solo, he makes complex emotions 
speak plainer than words ever could. Not since J. Mascis 

has a guitar sounded so transcendental.
psiloveyouband.bandcamp.com

PUBLIC ANIMAL
TORONTO, ON
FRI 11:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
SAT 12:30 AM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
No one can craft a riff as finely as Ian Blurton. The bearded 
Canadian rock and roll icon has devoted his life in service 
of the Great White North’s rockin’ freedom and has, directly 
and indirectly, shaped the landscape of our fine nation. 
His list of accomplishments is as long as the Trans-Canada 
Highway and we’re all better for it.
publicanimal.bandcamp.com

THE PYGMIES
CALGARY, AB
WED 10:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
Wake up on a couch hastily shoved in the corner of a 
surfboard-packed garage. Stumble out onto a beach still 
littered with beer bottles from the night before. Faintly 
recall how you ended up there: it was that Calgary four-
piece the Pygmies, with their jangly guitars and psych-y 
keyboards that are bringing back 1960s surf pop. Time to 
sleep it off and do it again tonight.
thepygmies.bandcamp.com

QUAKER PARENTS
HALIFAX, NS
WED 12:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
THU 11:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Loose song structures are bound together in a mess of grimy 
pop and rock melodies. Core members, the Grundy brothers, 
have taken the Halifax scrap-rock they started with while 
Gamma Gamma Rays and stripped it down ever further. It’s 
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an alternate dimension where Stephen Malkmus and Rivers 
Cuomo grew up together in the gutters of the Atlantic Coast.
quakerparents.bandcamp.com

QUITTING
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 10:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
Life is short, nasty and brutish and Vancouver’s Quitting 
are just about ready to end it all and shove off this mortal 
coil. This is the soundtrack to your misery, a howling 
vortex of anguish and despair in which even puppies are 
destined to eat a razor blade at a park and die alone in a 
fetid stench.
quitting.bandcamp.com

RALEIGH
CALGARY, AB
THU 11:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
If prog pop, folk and jazz held each other for a lifetime of warm 
embrace, then you’d have the foundation for Raleigh’s sound.  
Heartfelt boy/girl vocals soak up every ounce of emotion in an 
earnest bed of cello, guitars, keys, horns and percussion. 
raleigh.bandcamp.com

RED SEA
ATLANTA, GA
THU 11:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
FRI 11:00 PM: BAMBOO
The Talking Heads and Björk spiral into a macabre vortex 
and what comes out is Atlanta’s Red Sea. This nü-art pop 
gives another meaning to Southern Gothic. Distorted 
drones and synth groans are darkly embryonic. Dear 
listener: This is a test. I repeat, this is a test.
redsea.bandcamp.com

RENNY WILSON
EDMONTON, AB
FRI 2:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 10:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
Never in history has music so psychedelic had so much 
saxophone in it. Wilson’s roller-coaster melodies are 
underwritten by funky, four-on-the-floor grooves and 
avalanched by sparkling synths and rainbows of tape 
echo. The artist formerly known as Sugarglider rewrites 
the ‘70s as if the disco drug of choice had been MDA 
instead of cocaine.
rennywilson.com

THE REPOSSESSORS
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 12:00 AM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Don’t let the tie fool you, as the Repossesors are out to prove 
that they’re the hardest hitting two-piece around. Instead of 
trying to smack you with a wall of sound, the garage punk 
duo’s going to put you in a headlock and force you into the 
pit with an assault of guitar and drums.
therepossessors.bandcamp.com 

RHYE
WED 9:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
See page 55

ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
SAT 7:30 PM: OYMPIC PLAZA
See page 59

ROMAN POLANSKI’S BABY
NASHVILLE, TN

THU 10:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
FRI 3:30 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SAT 11:30 PM THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
This trio from Nashville, TN, brings their southern style to 
the garage punk genre, with heavy fuzzy riffs, yelled, riot 
grrl-inspired vocals and one- to two-minute songs about 
fighting and fucking. Whiny pussy rock for people that are 
pissed off and okay with it.
romanpolanskisbaby.bandcamp.com

ROYAL CANOE
WINNIPEG, MB
THU 12:30 AM: THE PALOMINO
Winnipeg electro-poppers Royal Canoe portage their 
brand of hip shaking to the fest riding the wave their latest 
release, Today We’re Believers. Minneapolis is only a few 
hours south of the band’s hometown and MPLS-native 
Prince’s influence is undeniable: the smooth grooves and 
soulful singin’ will catch your ear first, but make sure to 
hang on tight for when the band decides to cut loose with 
tracks like the hook-laden and free-wheelin’ ‘Bathtubs.”
royalcanoe.com

SAMANTHA SAVAGE SMITH
CALGARY, ALBERTA
FRI 11:00 PM: WINE-OHS
Calgary’s toughest cookie is singer/songwriter/guitarist 
Samantha Savage Smith, whose sweet musings and 
quiet, guitar-laden indie rock call to mind the weird Cana-
diana of Eric’s Trip and Julie Doiron’s solo undertakings. 
Live and in the studio, she’s backed by a who’s who of 
Calgary’s best: Lorrie Matheson, Chad VanGaalen, Wood-
pigeon and more. 
samanthasavagesmith.bandcamp.com

BandS
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SARAH DAVACHI
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 8:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
Sarah Davachi is a contemporary composer with a Master’s 
degree in electronic music and recording media from Mills 
College in Oakland, California. Her second release, April’s 
August Harp, continues her exploration into using analog in-
struments, alongside acoustic instruments such as the cello 
and organ, to create immersive electronic and electroacous-
tic environments that experiment with textures and sounds.
sarahdavachi.com

SAVK
CALGARY, AB
SAT 11:00 PM: WINE-OHS
A local connection with deep roots, SAvK is not a half-Vulcan, 
half-Romulan representative of Starfleet, but an intrepid folk 
rock entity. Amalgamating members of The Magnetic North, 
Beija Flor, Buzzing Bees, Cold Water and Prairie of Prax (to name 
a few), this approachable indie act has a way of lulling you into 
a laid-back state of mind. Like a twilight stroll in comfortable 
shoes, SAvK goes the distance to bring it all back home.
savk.bandcamp.com

SCREAMING FEMALES
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ
THU 1:00 AM: BAMBOO
FRI 4:30PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SAT 12:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
After getting their start in the basements of New Jersey, this 
indie punk rock trio have gone on to perform with heavyweights 
like Garbage, Dinosaur Jr. and Ted Leo & The Pharmacists, but 
still maintain their underground, outsider vibe. Unkempt and 
powerful, with commanding vocals that ring out over scruffy 
riffs, this is dirty-as-fuck music that demands to be heard.
screamingfemales.com

SHAANI CAGE
CALGARY, AB
WED 7:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
Brothers Aleem and Kaleem Khan are taking a different 

approach to Calgary’s standard stable of sounds: soulful 
R&B gently sways atop bounce-beat wanderings and 
Shaani Cage shimmers like a ‘70s movie mirage, at once 
timeless and contemporary. And with Sanctums’ Evangelos 
Typist mastering the efforts, Shaani Cage emerge fully 
formed, a delectable platter of gentle dreams that inform 
your waking reality.
shaanicage.bandcamp.com

SHANNON & THE CLAMS
OAKLAND, CA
FRI 11:00 PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
SAT 1:00 AM: THE PALOMINO
“Revivals” are what they used to do to reinvigorate 
churches down South, back in the day. But in the modern 
era, it ain’t churches, brother: it’s sweaty rock clubs bringin’ 
back the sway and swagger of the ‘60s. Shannon & the 
Clams are right there at the forefront, just waiting until 
you show up with your dashing/gorgeous date to make 
eyes at each other and end up in the photobooth for some 
memory-making. Shannon Shaw’s doo-wop, cat-scratch-up-
your-back crooning might just be enough for you to ditch 
your date though, so consider yourself warned.
shannonandtheclams.com

SHEER AGONY
MONTREAL, QC
FRI 8:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
SAT 2:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
This Montreal pop trio is downright ambrosial with their 
sweet-toothed melodies and sugary musings. Sheer Agony 
boast sharp, sprightly guitar lines and all of their songs are 
simply flushed with colour. Yeah, your dentist might hate you, 
but feel free to indulge in this craving: too much of a good 
thing is a great thing after all.
sheeragony.bandcamp.com

THE SHIVAS
PORTLAND, OR
TUE 11:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
WED 11:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
THU 8:30 PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
SAT 4:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA

Surfy, psyched-out bliss by this bonafide, savvy group will 
have you swooning sooner than you can say “paisley.” These 
Portlanders wrote the book on cool and their lax, garagey 
mantras are to be highlighted, bolded and underlined. Memo-
rize them because The Shivas will give you the shivas, f’real.
theshivas.com

SHOOTING GUNS
SASKATOON, SK 
FRI 6:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 8:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
SAT 10:30 PM: DICKENS
The hardest working band on the prairies is Shooting Guns, 
a prolific instrumental quartet who’ve unleashed a cavalcade 
of psychedelic recordings and crisscrossed the nation 
numerous times. This is kraut rock meeting post-rock with a 
generous dollop of mind-bending acid. Damaged eardrums 
await; kaleidoscopes not included. 
shootingguns.bandcamp.com

THE SHRINE
LOS ANGELES, CA
THU 11:30 PM: DICKENS
SAT 11:30 PM: DICKENS
Take equal parts Black Sabbath and Black Flag and 
viciously pulverize it into a medley of contemporary skate 
punk and stoner rock records. What you’re left with is what 
L.A.’s the Shrine have dubbed “psychedelic violence.” If the 
venue has thick smoke and heavy tunes billowing out from 
the front door, then you’re at the right place.
theshrine.bandcamp.com

SIGHTLINES
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 10:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
FRI 4:00 PM: LOCAL 510
If immediate, frantic guitar pop is your bag at this year’s 
festival, you’re gonna want to stock up on Sightlines from 
Vancouver. It’s fun and it’s loud and it’s catchy and it might 
be just what the doctor ordered. Imagine Dinosaur Jr being 
required by law to drink nothing but energy drinks and 
write skate video soundtracks, and you’re halfway there.
sightlines.bandcamp.com

OPERATORS
COLUMBUS, OH
How do Wolf Parade and the New Bomb Turks share the 
same bed at night? Dan Boeckner and Sam Brown trade 
in their rough-and-tumble scruff for the kind of infectious 
dance pop that sparkles like pop rocks and tastes like im-
mortality. Guitars are too gauche for this sleek outfit, relying 
on a live drummer and a slew of synthesizers to make you 
sweat, make you groove. This is how to get laid in 2014.

“Operators slayed, in other words. I went back for the other 
two shows just to make sure I wasn’t delusional, and I wasn’t 
alone. There were numerous fellow “three-peats” in the 
room on Saturday, and by then pretty much every friend 
with whom I’d witnessed the first show had returned for a 
second taste with at least one other friend in tow. Clearly, 
Operators were the CMW band to beat this year.” 
- The Star.com
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SKIN COLOUR
CALGARY, AB
WED 10:45 PM: DICKENS
Sharing two members with abrasive shit-kickers, Exotic 
Functions, and another two with pop punk partiers, Unfun, 
Skin Colour play the kind of mean-faced hardcore that 
emerges after a particularly vicious LSD binge. This isn’t the 
summer of love and enlightened states are for suckers. All 
hail the slime god.
skincolour.bandcamp.com

THE SLABS
CALGARY, AB
TUE 11:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
THU 2:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
SAT 11:00 PM: BAMBOO
Calgary creep beat that owes as much to the Cramps as it 
does the Sublinguals, The Slabs are a spooked-out, goth-
rage quintet that threaten to unravel with each perfor-
mance. Ignore the boundaries of polite conversation and 
suit up to crash a chongo party; wear someone’s face as 
your own. Punk is dead; we killed punk; long live punk.
facebook.com/pages/The-Slabs/166521283489769

SLATES
EDMONTON, AB
THU 1:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS 
FRI 3:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
FRI 11:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
The loudest voices are those that burn the longest and 
Edmonton’s Slates, one of the hardest working bands 
in Canada, are downright deafening. They’ve mastered 
the long-release on their aggression, building post-punk 
burners with surprising delicacy, considering the sonic heft 
they wield. Open eyes, raw throats, can’t lose — Slates are as 
life-affirming as they come.
slates.bandcamp.com 

SLOW DOWN, MOLASSES
TUE 9:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
If there was a fantasy draft for rock n’ roll influences, Saskatoon’s 
Slow Down, Molasses selected “shoegaze” and “pop rock” with 
their first two choices. Oscillating from quiet harmonies and re-
verb-drenched vocals, to horn-laden hooks and guitar freak-outs, 

Slow Down, Molasses are the perfect soundtrack to that great 
house party that ends with you and your crush on the couch, 
chilling out until one of you makes the first move.
slowdownmolasses.bandcamp.com

SMALLTOWN DJS
CALGARY, AB
THU 5:15 PM: EAST VILLAGE
Calgary’s surest party-starters, Smalltown DJs, have been tearing 
up dance floors in town and abroad for more than a decade. 
What began as a DJ duo in 1999 has since blossomed into a 
veritable tour de force, including weekly residencies in Calgary’s 
hottest rooms and releases on diverse labels across the world. 
For those in the know, club music is alive and well in Cowtown.
facebook.com/Smalltowndjs

SOFT CURE
CALGARY, AB
SAT 6:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
Stripping punk down to an essential, single chord, Seth 
Cardinal (from The Basement Demons) howls and warbles 
fuzzy, surfy pop songs about girls and growing up from his 
bedroom. He records onto cassette tape and looks upon 
the recent past through nostalgic lenses. This is Soft Cure 
and Cardinal wants to love you.
softcure.bandcamp.com

THE SOFT OPTION
CALGARY, AB
THU 9.30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
FRI 9:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 11:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
The Ian Curtis comparisons will inevitably follow Chris Zajko 
until his hips finally give out and he can no longer captivate 
fans with his dynamic stage presence. But this isn’t the 
isolated urban decay of late-‘70s England, this is the urban 
sprawl of Calgary and the Soft Option want to fill ever inch of 
it with sweaty bodies and dance until the sun rises.
thesoftoption.bandcamp.com

SOLIDS
MONTREAL, QC 
FRI 1:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
SAT 11:00 PM: REPUBLIK

This charismatic Quebecois duo cut their teeth playing 
hardcore, but when Fat Possum and Dine Alone released 
their emotional, alt-rock debut, Blame Confusion, they trans-
formed from working stiffs to full time musicians. Riding the 
line between sloppy, charismatic ‘90s rock à la Dinosaur Jr. 
and frenetic pop, like Canadian counterparts Japandroids, 
Solids are simultaneously grunge, pop, punk and noise. All 
killer, no filler, just the way we like it. 
solids.bandcamp.com

SONTAG
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 9:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
The fuzzed-out guitars and Riot Grrrl aesthetic of Vancou-
ver’s Sontag could pass as a young Sleater-Kinney. Their 
sense of melody is undeniable and, with an appreciation for 
grinding out grooves, this is the sound of a band appreciat-
ing and building upon their forebears.
sontag.bandcamp.com

SOUPCANS
TORONTO, ON
FRI 12:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
FRI 11:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
SAT 4:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Toronto’s The Soupcans are a fistful of psychedelic garbage 
with a side of venereal horror. They’re a punk amalgam of 
sonic Cronenbergs, cranking aural cavities into oblivion with 
every frenzied, distorted swing of the axe. The Soupcans are 
for the kid your mom wouldn’t let you go to the playground 
with. Or maybe that kid was you.
thesoupcans.bandcamp.com

SPIRITUALIZED
SAT 9:15 PM: OYMPIC PLAZA
See page 60

THE SPITS
KALAMAZOO, MI
SAT 12:00 AM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
From the zany gutters of Kalamazoo, The Spits keep punk’s 
absurdist history alive with a healthy dose of mordant 
humour and tongue-in-cheek snot. Three chords and a 
punchline are all that the quartet have required to build a 

RHYE
LOS ANGELES, CA
Originally shrouded in mystery with the information-lite 
postings of their much-hyped, smooth-as-silk, boudoir-R&B 
singles, the L.A.-based, Canadian-Danish duo of Mike 
Milosh and Robin Hannibal have finally taken credit for the 
stellar and romantic soul pop they devised as Rhye. Like a 
fine art, minimalist nude, Rhye contour the curves of their 
bodies to light and dark, striking a balance between desire 
and knowing, an elegant, twilight dance that shimmers with 
sophisti-pop savvy and breathes a rush of warm, organic se-
crets into your ear. This night was made for the two of you.

“These are songs to lose yourself in; a paradise of loveli-
ness that suggests Hannibal and Milosh won’t be remaining 
anonymous much longer.” — The Guardian
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long-lasting career, Ramones-styled hits with just enough 
Devo synth to keep everyone giddy. 
facebook.com/THESPITS

SPURZ
VANCOUVER, BC
SAT 11:00 PM: THE HIFI CLUB
Ex-Dirt City, bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, high-energy, 
eclectic remixologist Colin Moir is in ur basement, on ur 
CDJs, pushing all ur beatz to 137BPM. Known all over the 
Internets for his remixes of The xx and Foster the People, he’s 
killing the underground with his sample-heavy trip-house. 
No booty to shake? No matter, skinnybutt; come shake your 
beard instead.
soundcloud.com/spurz

ST. VINCENT
FRI 12:00 AM: FLAMES CENTRAL
See page 62

THE STANFIELDS
HALIFAX, NS
THU 11:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
This five-piece from Halifax has won East Coast Music 
Awards for Fan Choice and Group Album of the Year. Their 
coastal background permeates their music, which marries 
traditional Maritime folk with high-octane gritty rock ‘n’ 
roll for the hard-drinkin’, hard-moshpittin’, hard-livin’ 
listener.
thestanfields.ca

STARR PARTY
CALGARY, AB
THU 7:00 PM: CENTRAL UNITED 
CHURCH
Harsh noise-scapes unfold into beautiful displays of human 
ingenuity. A poet laments his lack and turns to darkness. 
Beautiful finishes are marred by mindless vanity. Talking 
crows drone on about separatist politics in Quebec and the 
importance of hanging at least one Michelangelo in the 
house. Starr Party are none of these things, some of these 
things, all of these things.
starrparty.bandcamp.com

STEFANA FRATILA
VANCOUVER, BC 
SAT 8:30 PM: THE IRONWOOD
Cascading beats, gorgeous, honeyed vocals, ambient 
drone and precocious ukulele rock make up Stefana 
Fratila’s stunning musical repertoire. The Romanian-born, 
Canadian-based musician already has multiple recordings 
under her belt and has done a TEDx Talk on Being Sincere 
in the Era of Digital Creation. This is your chance to see her 
before everyone else really catches on. It won’t take long. 
stefanafratila.bandcamp.com

STEPMOTHERS
EDMONTON, AB
FRI 10:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
SAT 9:30 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
If you’re looking for tunes to put some spring in your step, 
you’ve arrived. Far from sonically pandering to bad stereo-
types about your second maternal figure, Stepmothers is 
for music lovers and genre-hoppers: take a pinch of bouncy, 
proto punk jams, a shake of rock and a dash of folk, and 
you’ve got some tasty tunes that just might incite a circle pit.
troysnaterse.bandcamp.com

STÖRC
VANCOUVER, BC 
FRI 10:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Minimalist piss-and-vinegar rock is alive and kicking, 
courtesy of Vancouver quartet, störc, who like their name 
lower case, fuck you very much. A short two years in, the 
band is gearing up to release their freshman full-length 
and is sure to induce a frenzied dance pit during their Sled 
Island debut. 
storc.bandcamp.com

STRANGE ATTRACTOR
SUDBURY, ON
FRI 10:30 PM: THE PALOMINO
SAT 11:00 PM: THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
SUN 2:00 PM: SLOTH RECORDS
Aliens on the blackened landscape of Sudbury, ON, 
Strange Attractor beat the blues of living in a mining 
town by turning their amps to weird and hammering out 
deceptively simple, three-chord punk that drips with lo-fi 

neurosis and dirge-like psychosis. A perfect fit on Mam-
moth Cave, they join a stable of Canadian artists fighting 
back against the deplorable mundanity that threatens to 
suffocate Canadian music.
strangeattractor.bandcamp.com

STWO
PARIS, FRANCE
THU 6:45 PM: EAST VILLAGE
This 21-year-old producer from Paris, France only started 
releasing tracks in 2013 and the smooth future garage bass 
lines, soulfully pitched vocals and 808-inspired beats sound 
appropriately fresh. With only a small handful of releases 
and a spot on Huh What & Where, STWO is poised to claim 
a spot among the celebrated and innovative producers 
predicting the hits of tomorrow.
www.facebook.com/StwoFR

SUPERMOON
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 11:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
FRI 1:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
This all-girl, pop punk foursome from Vancouver has just 
enough distortion and swearing to turn their cuteness into 
catharsis. With short, punchy songs topping out at just over 
two minutes, their seven-track album, blows up – released 
on a split tape with fellow Vancouver indie rockers, PUPS 
– is the perfect soundtrack for the short attention span 
generation.
movieland.bandcamp.com

TECHNICAL KIDMAN
MONTREAL, QC
FRI 11:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
SAT 1:30 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
Montreal experimental noise-pop takes a detour of lysergic 
proportions in all primary colours. Put yourself inside of a 
giant kaleidoscope. All of your friends are now holograms. 
You are about to consume a picnic of cosmic hallucino-
gens. And, unnervingly enough, the only thing you feel 
like doing is listening.
technicalkidman.bandcamp.com

ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
SAN DIEGO, CA
Rocket From The Crypt are the world’s greatest live rock ’n’ 
roll band. Normally, we’d start that phrase with “arguably,” 
but, while competition might come from frontman John 
Reis’ “other bands” (Pitchfork, Drive Like Jehu, Hot Snakes, 
The Sultans, The Night Marchers, etc.), after witnessing the 
horn-backed, relentless and self-contained party rock that 
is RFTC, there’ll be nothing to discuss. Also, the band prob-
ably trademarked the phrase anyway. One of the festival’s 
most requested acts following their 2013 reunion, the San 
Diego outfit returns to Calgary after their lone 2003 appear-
ance. Brace yourself.

“’We invented this type of music,’ Reis declares…’it’s called 
rock ‘n’ roll.’ He’s half right: What RFTC really do is rock ‘n’ 
roar — you don’t so much listen... as brace yourself for their 
rib-bruising onslaught of sax and violence.” — Pitchfork
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TEE-TAHS
EDMONTON, AB
WED 9:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 11:00 PM: THE PALOMINO
Be cute and dangerous. That’s what Edmonton’s TeeTahs are 
trying to stick-and-poke into your ankle. Undercooked riff 
pummels and jabbing harmonies tell you you’re pretty while 
drawing rainbow paint all over your face. Soak them in if you 
like garage punk with a nibble.
teetahs.bandcamp.com

TEL FYR
CALGARY, AB
SAT 10:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
The Lost Prophecies speak of Tel Fyr, a post-metal/screamo 
band sent to the Island of Sled to rid the Festival of a dark 
curse. Through a series of dangerous and magical gigs, this 
unknown band is transformed into one of the Festival’s 
most enduring heroes. Tel Fyr is proof of the Telvanni 
maxim that rank is insignificant next to the power to do 
whatever one desires.
telfyrcalgary.bandcamp.com

TELEDROME
CALGARY, AB
THU 11:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
FRI 12:00 AM: THE #1 LEGION
In a world that hinges on injustice, it is one of the greater 
ones that Teledrome are still considered a hidden gem. 
Ryan Sadler’s cold wave, retro-futurist punk ode to 
robo-romance is as infectious as a transistor two-step 
and will leave you working through the night to craft the 
perfect apology to an answering machine. Their self-titled 
full-length released in February via Mammoth Cave is 
absolutely essential and an easy contender for album of 
the year.
teledrome.bandcamp.com

TEMPLE
CALGARY, AB
WED 9:00 PM: BAMBOO 
SAT 9:30 PM: DICKENS
Promoting themselves on the Internet is of no concern for 
gnarly Calgary rockers Temple, a quartet of riff-worshipping 

pals who pound out the biggest grooves. Despite having 
no recorded music, they’ve already opened for sonic 
counterparts Cancer Bats and Bison. Heavy beardos take 
heed, this is your creed. 

TIGERWING
CALGARY, AB
TUE 8:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
THU 10:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
Calgary’s Tigerwing is the project of one Sarah Kelly, who 
pulls double duty as both musician and performance artist. 
The ethereal electronic music released under the Tigerwing 
moniker blends the human voice with technology to wind 
its way through the listener, easing you down and lifting 
you up simultaneously.
tigerwing.bandcamp.com

TINY SHRINE
CALGARY, AB
THU 6:00 PM: LOCAL 510  
PARKING LOT
FRI 5:00 PM: CONTAINR
From the solo mind of Matthew Robinson, to the full-
fledged shoegaze project, Tiny Shrine warps space and 
time to bring us all closer together. Bass lines meander 
around a steady drum beat while the guitar transcends its 
own body to explore different planes of existence: a voice 
calls out from across the void and you can feel we’re all 
interconnected. This is a shrine to the love in us all.
facebook.com/tinyshrine

TOMAHONQII
GRANDE PRAIRIE, AB
WED 9:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
Black shimmering walls of almost-tonal guitars and 
mumbled, treated vocals are propelled by minimalist, kraut 
drumming in this new project featuring Peace Country scene 
veterans. Near-melodies float out from behind snowdrifts of 
pure sound like spirits that want to eat your children. Aural 
violence as long and bleak as a Northern winter. And we 
mean that in the best way.

TOUCHÉ AMORÉ
SAT 5:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION
See page 64

TOUGH AGE
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 10:00 PM: BAMBOO
FRI 3:30 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 12:00 AM: TUBBY DOG
Sled doesn’t have an “official soundtrack,” because you 
kinda get to choose your own adventure. BUT, if we made 
one, there’d be a ton of Tough Age on it. All these rough 
and tumble garage rock songs will make you want to ride 
bikes around and try and find a cozy little spot to crush 
a few beers and light off fireworks. Big riffs and bigger 
drums, Vancouver’s Tough Age are that wonderful band 
you can call on when you either need to get a party started, 
or need to burn the town down.
tough-age.bandcamp.com

U.S. GIRLS
TORONTO, ON
THU 1:00 AM: BROKEN CITY
SAT 3:00 PM: CJSW 90.9FM
SUN 5:00 PM: REPUBLIK
Lo-fi pop chanteuse, Meg Remy, is nothing short of a 
demigoddess by modern day standards. She effortlessly 
transcends time and space to occupy the retro-future with 
songs that harbour pristine, emotional narratives. Her 
soulful vocals are woozy, palpable and will make you weak in 
the knees, elbows, bones, heart, groin.
usgirls.bandcamp.com

UN BLONDE
CALGARY, AB
THU 9:00 PM: TUBBY DOG
Out of fan favourites Faux Fur comes Un Blonde, yet another 
slew of jangly, wiry tracks from the precocious mind of 
Jean-Sebastien Audet. Rather than spending a hazy after-
noon dreaming of sunshine fields, Un Blonde motors along 
to skitch-kraut beats and clockwork guitars that tick and tock 
in their own time. 
sunblonde.bandcamp.com

THE VACANT LOTS
BURLINGTON, VT
THU 9:00 PM: LOCAL 510 PARKING LOT
Minimalism and primitivism collide amidst a wash of 
crunchy synths and motorik drum machines in The Vacant 
Lots, a psychedelic duo that’s not afraid to strip psych 

SPIRITUALIZED
RUGBY, UK
Ladies and gentlemen, we are floating on cloud nine! 
Spiritualized return to Calgary for the first time since their 
1998 show as support for Radiohead. With more than two 
decades of superb releases and life-affirming live shows 
following the demise of Spaceman 3, these space rock 
legends — experimenting with elements of shoegaze, the 
wall of sound production of Phil Spector, gospel and blues 
music, and genuine pop — are a self-contained master class 
in the euphoric and transformative qualities of music. This is 
neo-psychedelic space rock for the modern age, a journey 
to the furthest frontiers of the known universe in order to 
ensure the survival of humankind.

“...the noise-gospel rock sprees…. cemented Spiritualized’s 
reputation as one of rock ‘n’ roll’s best live spectacles.” — 
Pitchfork
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ST. VINCENT
NEW YORK, NY
St. Vincent is well along her transition from art-pop oddity to 
a full-blown pop star. With distinctive guitar playing, highly 
complex arrangements and an uncanny ability to dissect the 
entire history of pop music and put it back together in the 
way it probably should have been all along, not to mention 
a resume including dream-collaborations with David Byrne 
and Swans, the multi-instrumentalist Annie Erin Clark may, 
in fact, be the artist to make a 21st century alternate reality, 
in which good music dominates the airwaves, a little less 
science fiction.

“St. Vincent showcases Annie Clark as a fiercely accom-
plished musician, a relentlessly original artist, and now, an 
innovator of pop.” — DIY Magazine

BandS

rock down to a punk core and leave it to dry in the baking 
sun. Essentialists at heart, The Vacant Lots are pushing the 
boundaries of what can be accomplished with only two 
people, combing a musical pedigree that spans everything 
from Bo Diddley to Spaceman 3.
thevacantlots.tumblr.com

VAPID
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 10:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
Hidden in plain site behind the bratty “don’t call us RiotGrrl” 
front of Vancouver’s Vapid lies an incredibly unadulter-
ated punk soul. This doesn’t have to do with a scene or 
movement: it’s an exercise and a release. Up-tempo, rowdy 
garage-rock tunes from the heart.
vapid.bandcamp.com

VILLAGE
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 9:00 PM: WINE-OHS
SAT 4:00 PM: LOCAL 510
They say it takes one of these, but somehow this sun-
and-rain quartet manages to independently raise spirits 
while spinning tall tales. Fostering the dream, Jessica, 
Alex, Ina and Lindsay move together to weave smooth 
and ethereal modern pop ballads that dangle their legs 

over the bleeding edge. Please, try not to fall in love with 
them, because Village won’t be there when you wake up 
in the morning.
villagevillage.bandcamp.com

WAR BABY
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 8:00 PM: LOCAL 510  
PARKING LOT
What would happen if AmRep bands in the ‘90s were 
obsessed with disentangling pop sensibilities from their 
knot of noise? Vancouver’s War Baby is exactly that: one 
part grunge ugliness, one part perfect pop pitch, two 
parts noise rock abandon. It’s new wave for a disfigured 
world.
warbaby.bandcamp.com

THE WEIR
CALGARY, ALBERTA
WED 1:00 2AM: BAMBOO
The Weir takes a liberal dollop of sludge metal maestros 
Yob, beats in a dash of hardcore ferocity à la Breach and 
tops it off with the quiet/loud dynamics of ISIS. Come 
down, get blaowed away by crushing riffs and don’t forget 
to pick up the (finally) pressed to vinyl full-length debut, 
Yesterday’s Graves. 
theweir.bandcamp.com

WHAT’S WRONG, TOHEI?
VANCOUVER, BC
SAT 11:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
Street-fighting punks from the land of the hockey riot, 
WWT doesn’t pull any punches when it comes to blowing 
minds for a living. Straight outta the garage and into the 
basement dojo, this math-rock trio dives into their material 
to the canvas with powerful hands and humble hearts. 
Hardcore Ronin and freelance repo-men, they wield their 
athletically angular algorithms in defiance of any who may 
attempt subjugate their formidable skills. 
whatswrongtohei.bandcamp.com

WHITE LUNG 
VANCOUVER, BC
THU 12:30 AM: DICKENS
SAT 5:30 PM: OLYMPIC PLAZA
Your throat aches from a combination of too many 
cigarettes, whiskey and screaming yourself hoarse. As your 
head pounds and you lift your sore body from your bed, 
you wonder what the fuck happened last night. That, my 
friend, was Vancouver trio White Lung. They’ll kick your 
teeth in and leave you with a broken smile on your face. 
whitelung.ca
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TOUCHÉ AMORÉ
BURBANK, CA
As key members of “The Wave” movement, which in-
cludes peers Defeater, La Dispute, Pianos Became The 
Teeth, Tigers Jaw and Title Fight, Touché Amoré have been 
instrumental in revitalizing the post-hardcore genre. Their 
most recent, critically acclaimed release, Is Survived By, 
sees mature, self-reflexive, confident lyrics barked out in the 
genre’s trademark screams and howls, with virtuoso musical 
performances never clouding the band’s genuine songcraft. 
Breathtaking in their honesty and barefaced in their confes-
sions, Touché Amoré reaffirm the possibility of there actually 
being a way out of this miserable world.

“Is Survived By is a genuine, life-affirming piece of art that’ll 
move even the blackest of souls.” — Absolute Punk

BandS

WHITE WOMEN
REGINA, SK
SAT 11:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
Noise. Sweet, glorious, furious noise. Formed form the ashes 
of Sled alumni Ghosts of Modern Man and Calgary’s own 
Bluebeard, these boys have honed their brand of fury over 
years of touring this glorious nation of ours. If cited influences 
like Drives Like Jehu and Jesus Lizard don’t get you excited 
enough, just wait until your ears are ringin’ the morning after.
facebook.com/pages/White-Wom-
en/468302756569462

WICKED HEALING
CALGARY, AB
THU 11:00 PM: BROKEN CITY
With members of Feel Alright, La Luna and Stalwart Sons, 
this local buzz band is surely a Calgary super-group. Their 
plucky melodies are taintless meditations set to charming 
rhythms. Wicked because they’re addictive; Healing 
because it just feels so good. 
facebook.com/pages/wicked-heal-
ing/466729683450149

THE WICKS
MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
THU 10:30 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
SAT 10:00 PM: WINE-OHS
Close your eyes. Think of the rain pounding outside your 
window as you inch closer on a couch to your special 
man or lady, waiting that quantum leap before your first 
actual kiss. That’s the emotional journey of The Wicks. Soft, 
sweet, beautiful folk rock with violin that occasionally gets 
driving and intense (in the way a good make-out session 
can), that just as quickly returns to sweet and subdued.  
Excellent. 
thewicks.bandcamp.com

WILLIAM TYLER
NASHVILLE, TN
WED 11:00 PM: THE IRONWOOD
Born and raised in Nashville to a musician father, William 
Tyler is somewhat a hidden prodigy. Almost single-handedly 
revitalizing the solo instrumental guitar genre, Tyler’s free 
roaming, fingerpicked melodies throw you into a wonderful 

daze of introspection. Sometimes, you don’t need lyrics to 
tell a compelling story.
williamtyler.net

WILT 
WINNIPEG, MB
WED 11:00 PM: BAMBOO
Straight from the frozen wasteland of Winnipeg is black 
metal act Wilt, whose depressive and relentlessly ugly 
style is reminiscent of American kvlt heroes, Weakling. 
Hideous sonic landscapes and screeching vocals com-
plete this atmospheric young band. Don’t miss an oppor-
tunity to be assaulted by crushing anger juxtaposed with 
melancholic beauty. They’ll make the hair stand straight 
on your neck. 
wiltmanitoba.bandcamp.com

WITCHSTONE
CALGARY, ALBERTA 
TUE 10:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS
FRI 9:00 PM: THE SHIP & ANCHOR
These riff-riders are Sabbathian worship, complete with 
serpentine grooves, psychedelic integrations and jazzy 
drumming. Think the Sleep side of doom, buried in the 
expansive, groovy soundscapes of Hawkwind. An emo-
tional and frequently intense journey to the riff filled land, 
Witchstone juxtapose crushing with creeping, allowing 
their massive grooves to expand and contract. 
witchstone.bandcamp.com

WOOLWORM
VANCOUVER, BC
FRI 8:00 PM: THE PALOMINO UPSTAIRS
SAT 9:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
“I don’t have feelings anymore. I don’t feel,” sing woolworm 
on the song of the same name. But they’re liars.
These Vancouver popsters can’t help but wear their hearts 
of there sleeves and it shows. Their latest 7” split with 
Calgary locals, Grown-Ups, features the kind of catchy 
guitar pop that pairs well with heartbreak and the recovery 
thereafter.
woolworm.bandcamp.com

XXX CLVR
HALIFAX, NS
THU 10:00 PM: REPUBLIK
It takes a world outlook of solid gold to be able to withstand 
the deepest, darkest, dankest corners of the Internet. That’s 
precisely what xxx cvlr possesses: unwavering positivity and the 
motivation to keep moving forward when you have nothing. 
Chopping and screwing his way across the information super-
highway, he searches out the tightest collectives unknown to 
man and connects with them to make the music that’s in his 
heart. As he says, “hit [that] soundcloud & bring your bae.”
soundcloud.com/cxlxvxr

THE YEAH DADS
LETHBRIDGE, AB
SAT 3:00 PM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
SAT 9:30 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
Fast and furious: that’s how Lethbridge’s The Yeah Dads 
like it. Fiery, Stooges-inspired rock and roll that wallows 
in emotional trauma and self-loathing, like all good rock 
and roll should. A hint of psychedelia rounds the night out 
and, before you know it, you’re in the bushes looking for 
that last case of Lucky you stashed while you were sober.
theyeahdads.bandcamp.com

YEAR OF GLAD
MONTREAL, QC
THU 10:00 PM: COMMONWEALTH
FRI 4:00 PM AT CONTAINR
Disarming and charming, Year of Glad will give you the 
feels the way only someone with such a namesake could. 
The Montreal duo is pensive and hypnotic, creating 
sonic landscapes with dreamy, soaring, yet somehow 
barely-there vocals, minimalistic riffing, and jazzy drums. 
Close your eyes and drift away. 
yearofglad.bandcamp.com

YENT
CALGARY, AB
SAT 8:00 PM: NATIONAL MUSIC 
CENTRE
With their tongue planted firmly in cheek, Calgary’s Yent kicks 
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out the raging, sludgy jams. Though they lack recognition as 
of yet (a point addressed in “And You Will Know Us By the Lack 
of Cred”), the newly emerging act adeptly delivers howling 
misanthropy, soaked in feedback and intensified by layers of 
jagged crust. “Classical postwavegaze” has arrived. Soak it in.
yent.bandcamp.com

YOUNG BRAISED
VANCOUVER, BC 
TUE 9:00 PM AT COMMONWEALTH 
DOWNSTAIRS 
WED 9:30 PM: LOCAL 510
Misty hip-hop, deliciously lo-fi raillery and overall chill 
times perfected by Canadian west-coast rapper, Jaymes 
Bowman. His head is up high in digital clouds, raining 
down razor-sharp absurdities with dashing ease. Get 
caught up in his cumulonimbus and smooth along.
youngbraised.bandcamp.com

THE YOUNGER LOVERS
OAKLAND,  CA
THU 12:00 AM: TUBBY DOG
SAT 3:30 PM: LOCAL 510  
PARKING LOT
SAT 11:00 PM: THE #1 LEGION 
UPSTAIRS
And on the eighth day, God wanted to cut loose and dance. So 
He made Younger Lovers and the world rejoiced. Straight up 
from Oakland, CA, Younger Lovers are coming to Sled to prove 
that, sometimes, all you need is a catchy riff and a little faith in 
the fact that any night could very well be the best night of your 
life. Saccharine and earnest and immediate, Younger Lovers 
are taking the heartfelt, two-minute punk song to a place only 
your secret crush would understand and appreciate.
facebook.com/pages/The-Younger-Lov-
ers/112951778790417

YOUSSOU SECK 
CALGARY, AB
WED 8:30 PM: WINE-OHS
SUN 4:00 PM: HAULTAIN PARK
He has nearly a quarter-century’s music career behind 
him, but this Calgarian-via-Montreal-via-Senegal sounds 
as fresh as if he just began. Singing in Wolof and French 
but dancing and celebrating in a universal language, he 
commands the stage with a larger-than-life presence. 
Traditional West African music blends with the sounds of 
the world for a heartfelt, life-affirming fusion.
youssouseck.ca

ZEN MYSTERY FOGG
VANCOUVER, BC
WED 12:00 AM: THE PALOMINO 
UPSTAIRS
It’s like a 60s community-hall dance, but with a lot more re-
verb. Let these Vancouverites into the knee-rips in your jeans 
like you’ve known them forever. They’ll be sure to leave some-
thing surfy that you can keep for always in your memory-box. 
Oscillate along if you dig digging for garage-pop treasures.
zenmysteryfogg.bandcamp.com

FOR SCHEDULE 
UPDATES AND 
LAST MINUTE 
ADDITIONS TO 
THIS YEAR’S 

FESTIVAL, 
PLEASE VISIT 

SLEDISLAND.COM
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The East Village Block Party is back! This one’s for the 
people who love dancing, sunshine and free things. So, 
you know, pretty much everybody, right? The East Village 
Party is back!

First, a little context…the inaugural East Village Block 
Party was a huge success - a massive, free outdoor party 
along the hot, steamy banks of the Bow River. Thousands 
of festival-goers took a chance on the new-to-the-festival 
event, instantly turning it into one of Sled Island’s most 
anticipated gatherings. 

Then, in 2013, with weighty expectations and a stacked 
line-up, the party by the river became the party shut down 
by the river….the first casualty of Sled Island’s 2013 can-
cellation. On June 19th, 2014, we can only hope that you’ll 
join us in a communal no-rain dance to keep Sled Island, 
and all of you, dry and safe!

So, what’s in store for the 2014 East Village Block Party? 
Beyond “a perfect day,” you want specifics? 

Well, headlining the night are the sounds of LuckyMe big-
shots Cashmere Cat and Jacques Greene. They’re supported 
by Parisian next-big-thing STWO, bedroom-trappin’ Natasha 
Kmeto, and Calgary’s dance ambassadors and East Village 
vets, Smalltown DJs. Rounding out the bill are rising acts Proj-
ect Pablo, Beach Season and Kline! This fantastic lineup was 

curated, as always, by Calgary’s party experts The Hifi Club.

Alongside the music, Market Collective, the once small arts 
market, now full-on Calgary-institution, will be showcasing 
the wares of local independent artists. Did we mention 
there’ll be visual art on site too in the form of installations? 
Well, if the promise of a mini golf-inspired work called 
Happi Gilmore Aspirations doesn’t get you excited, frankly, 
this probably isn’t the event for you. 

Worked up an appetite from all of the summertime 
toe-tappin’? On site will be some of Calgary’s best food 
trucks - Fiasco Gelato’s cool treats, international cuisine 
from Happy Truck and authentic Italian from Aglio E Olio. 

Of course, no summer party would be complete without a 
nice cold one and thankfully, with the help of the festival’s 
brand new beer sponsor Big Rock, the East Village beer 
gardens will be bigger and better than ever!

The East Village Block Party is a FREE outdoor event, open 
to everyone and runs from 3pm-10pm at the East Village 
RiverWalk™ Plaza. This event wouldn’t be possible without 
the support of Skullcandy, Red Bull, the East Village and 
our festival beer sponsor, Big Rock. 

We’d say it goes down rain or shine, but let’s just all collec-
tively will rain to be a non-issue. Photo by: Crystal Sujata

Cashmere Cat

Photo by: Doug Springer
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Photo by: Crystal SujataPhoto by: Crystal Sujata

Sled Island is dedicated to hosting and operating an 
environmentally responsible festival. It is our ongoing 
goal to be a leader in doing the best we can to protect 
our environment and the communities in which we op-
erate. We pride ourselves on working with festival goers, 
artists, community members and municipal partners to 
implement initiatives that make Sled Island and our fans 
responsible environmental stewards. Sustainability is an 
integral part of Sled Island fun and we encourage fans to 
participate.

RECYCLING AND WASTE 
REDUCTION

Sled Island is continually improving our waste and recycling 
management, and working to reduce waste at its source.
Thank you to our founding sponsor, Cenovus Energy, and 
our festival partner, the City of Calgary, who both enable us 
in lessening the impact of our actions.
We aim to make Sled Island a waste-free event that reuses, 
recycles or composts all waste. We still have a ways to go 
to meet this goal and rely on your help to reach it. Sled 
Island diverted 61% of our waste from landfills in 2012 
— this year we are aiming to divert over 80% of all Sled 

Island waste from the landfill. Let’s all be part of the Green 
Team: clean up and help our awesome volunteers keep the 
festival clean.

GETTING AROUND

Riding bikes is fun and, without a doubt, the best way to 
get around Sled Island. Our Green Island Team works to 
make bike routes accessible and enjoyable for you and your 
friends.
A big thank you to our official bike sponsor, First Calgary 
Financial, who makes it possible for us to provide bike 
parking at our large outdoor stages and many of our 
favourite venues. Look out for our Bike Valet Team who will 
park your bike for you, keeping it safe until you’re ready to 
roll out to your next show. This year, we are expanding our 
bike parking at some of our largest venues for even better 
accessibility.  
Our friends, Prohab Helmet Society, will be riding with us 
again and working to keep your noggins safe. These lovely 
people will be with us at East Village and Olympic Plaza, 
selling helmets at wallet-friendly prices. If you don’t have a 
helmet, or are looking for a new one, come check them out. 
Tell your friends, helmets are rad.

EVERYTHING GREEN

SLED ISLAND IS KEEPING IT GREEN BY:
• Adding extra permanent bike parking spaces at venues
• Making even more bike racks for friends of Sled Island
• Continually expanding our Green Island team and 
partners
• Maintaining our Sledquarters recycling and compost 
initiative
• Obtaining volunteer shirts from eco-friendly vendors
• Continuing to engage with venues to further reduce 
waste and encourage sustainability

STAY SUSTAINABLE:
• Sort your waste, recycling and compostables into the 
right bins
• Bike, take transit, walk, carpool. Kick the fossil fuel habit.
• Cut down on plastic: carry a reusable water bottle
• Call 311 to request bike racks for your favourite stomping 
grounds
• Buy local, or grow your own food
• Vote for sustainability in municipal, provincial and federal 
elections
• Stay green, stay awesome!
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Based on the model of the Friends of 
CJSW Card, Sled Island is proud to offer 
festival pass holders a variety of discounts 
at a wide range of Community Partners 
throughout the city during the festival. All 
you need to do is show your wristband to 
the following local businesses to get the 
deals. 

FOOD AND DRINKS
1. BOOGIES BURGERS (908 EDMONTON TRAIL NE) 
15% OFF

2. CAFE KOI (1011 1ST STREET SW) 
10% OFF

3. DINER DELUXE (804 EDMONTON TRAIL NE) 
15% OFF

4. FREAK LUNCH BOX (614 17 AVE SW) 
10% OFF

5. THE LOOP (2015 33 AVE SW) 
15% OFF

6. MILK TIGER LOUNGE  (1410 4 STREET SW) 
15% OFF

7. MISSION DINER (2308 4 STREET ST) 
15% OFF

8. MONKI  (1301 10 AVE SW) 
15% OFF

9. SUNNYSIDE NATURAL MARKET   
(338 10 STREET NW) 
10% OFF

10. TUBBY DOG (1022 17 AVE SW)
10% OFF

11. VILLAGE ICE CREAM  (431 10 AVE SE)
 FREE WAFFLE CONE WITH PURCHASE

12. VINE ARTS (1310 1 STREET SW)
10% OFF WINE / 50% OFF GROWLERS

13. WEEDS (1903 20 AVE NW) 
 20% OFF LATTES AND MOCHAS

14. NATIONAL (341 10TH AVE SW, 550 17TH AVE SW)
 10% OFF

MUSIC AND BOOKS
15. ANOTHER DIMENSION COMICS  
 (424B 10 STREET NW)
 BUY 2 GET 1 FREE BOOKS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS

16. FROSST BOOKS  (1018 9 AVE SE)
 30% OFF BOOKS TO VIP PASSHOLDERS  
 20% OFF BOOKS TO PASS HOLDERS  
 10% OFF BOOKS TO TICKET HOLDERS

17. KICKAXE GUITARS (1409 11 STREET NW) 
10% OFF REGULAR PRICED GUITARS, AMPS AND 
ACCESSORIES

18. LUKES DRUG MART (112 4 STREET NW) 
15% OFF (EXCLUDING BUS PASSES, CONCERT TICKETS,    
PRESCRIPTIONS, LOTTERY AND CANADA POST)

19. SHELF LIFE BOOKS (1302 4 STREET SW) 
10% OFF

20. SLOTH RECORDS (736 17 AVE SW) 
15% OFF EXCLUDING CONCERT TICKETS

CLOTHES AND SHOES
21. BETTER ON YOU (1222 8 STREET SW)
20% OFF

22. EQ3 (8180 11 St SE)         
15% OFF REGULAR ITEMS (EXCLUDING HERMAN MILLER 
PRODUCTS)

23. FEISTY (2-921 17 AVE SW)
10% OFF REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISES

24. GRAVITY POPE (524 17TH AVE SW)
$10 OFF MIN. $50 PURCHASE

25. KRICKETS (2306 4 STREET SW)
20% OFF

26. MANANA IMPORTS  
(1132 KENSINGTON ROAD NW)
15% OFF

27. NORTH AMERICAN QUALITY PURVEYORS  
(1207 10 AVE SW)
15% OFF

28. PURR (1220 KENSINGTON ROAD NW,  
601 17TH AVE SW, AND SCOTIA CENTRE 260-225 7 AVE SW)
NO GST ON REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE

29. REWIND (1002 MACLEOD TRAIL SW)
20% OFF

30. UNDERSTUDY (1312 1 STREET SW)
10% OFF

SERVICES 
31. BODHI TREE YOGA (821 14 STREET NW)
50% OFF DROP IN CLASS

32. BUSHIDO TATTOO (218 17 AVE SE)
10% OFF FOR TATTOOS BOOKED DURING FESTIVAL

33. CALGARY HOT YOGA (3803 26 AVE SW)
FREE DROP IN CLASS

34. SWIZZLESTICKS SALON  
(1211 KENSINGTON ROAD NW)
15% OFF HAIRCUTS, MANI/PEDI AND MASSAGES

35. AVALANCHE! INSTITUTE OF 
CONTEMPORARY ART  
(343 11TH AVENUE SW, BSMT)
10% OFF ALL AVALANCHE! EDITIONS
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Thanks to the countless festival volunteers, the Sled Island board of directors and staff, Aaron Getz, Aaron Trozzo, CKXU, 

Adam Kamis, Adele Brunnhofer, Al Pujo and Sarah Burgel at West Canadian, Alden Alfon and Karolina Gajewska at Burnt 

Toast Studios, Alex Eakins, Allan Martineau at Wine-Ohs, Allie Jackson, Allison Webb, Amy Shostak, Amy Hersenhoren and 

Collective Concerts, Andrew Brassard, Alan Lindsay and Charlie Hinton at Broken City, Andrew Neville, Andy Cookson at 

VUE Weekly, Angel and Angela at Market Collective. Arlen Smith, Spencer Brown and all the staff at Palomino Smokehouse, 

Aubrey McInnis, Beth Ed and Alberta Views, Blair, David and Jeanie at The Fairmont Palliser, Brad Simm, Sebastian Buzzalino 

and everyone at Beatroute, Brenda Lieberman and CUFF, Brnesh Berhe at Marker, Caleb Latrielle, Carly and RedBull Canada, 

Catie St Jacques, Chad Van Gaalen, Chad Persley at Absolute Underground, Chris Dadge, Chris at Dickens, Chris Slorach and 

Just Shows, Claire Gallant, Cole Binder, Colin Canning, Pete Emes and Commonwealth bar & stage, Colin Brandt and CBC, 

Craig Evans, the Critical Mass team, Damian Schumak, Dan Forden (Toasty!), Dan Harmsen at Barclay Street, Dan Murray and 

Beat Drop, Dana, Erin and Susan at Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, Dan Roy, Darcy Spidle, Darren Ollinger and the 

Ship & Anchor, Dasha Taikh, Dave Muir and everyone at Sloth Records, David Kenney, David Pearlman and Georgia Straight, 

Devin Friesen, Dirty Darryl, Dom and EQ3, Eleanor Wearing, CITR and Discorder, Emma Coldwell at Animal Productions, Erin 

O’Connor and Josh Dalledone at One Yellow Rabbit, Erin, Mark and Todd at Theatre Junction, Evan Woolley, Evan Wilson, 

Everyone at Calgary Herald, Felicia Glatz, Gareth, Shaun and Aaron at Luke’s Drug Mart, Garth Jones, Teresa Byrne and the 

City of Calgary, Gavin Carscallen, Gillian Kennedy, Grace Jones, Greg Curtis and Justin Huculak at Tooth Blackner Presents, 

Greg Stephenson and Ticketfly, Guinevere Sanderson and the Department of Canadian Heritage, Heath at Planet S, Heather 

Kai Smith, Hubba Gouthro, Ian T.Day, Ian, Lakin, Jay and Structured Abstraction, Jackie Flanagan, Jason MacLeod, Jay Allen 

and CFCR, Jay Woolley and Flames Central, Jeff Storey and the Local 510 team, Jeff, Mike, Alyssa and everyone at Tourism 

Calgary, Jeffrey P. D’Silva, Jen Kuhlwein, Josiah Hughes and FFWD, Jess and Caffe Beano, Jessa at the Golden Age Club, 

Jesse Locke, Jesse Cummings, Johnnie Regalado and CFUV, Jon, Katie and Lana at Vice, Josh Anderson, Paul Strickney and 

the staff at The Globe, Kalynn Crump, Kathleen Hanna, Kathy Paterson, Katie, Erin and the Calgary Tower, Kayleigh Hall, 

Nate McLeod and Contemporary Calgary, Keaton Pridham, Kerry Maguire, Kevin Boyer, Laura Leif, Laura Connor and CKUA, 

Lindsay Shedden, Marc Rimmer, Marie LeBlanc Flanagan and Weird Canada, Mark Webber, Mark DiPietro and Scion, Mark 

Rodgers and CJSR, Martha McClary and Cenovus, Megan Kirk, Megan Cole, Michelle Cable, Mike McLeod, Mike Garth and 

everyone at Big Rock, Mike Bell, Mike Crossley and Exclaim!, Minister Klimchuk, Morgan Curley, Myke Atkinson, Whitney 

Ota and the amazing CJSW team, Naheed Nenshi, Nathan Marshall and Georgie, Neal Moignard, Nicola Waugh at Calgary 

Society of Independent Filmmakers, Palmer Houchin and MailChimp, Patti Pon, Emiko Muraki and everyone at CADA, Penny 

Szmata at Glenbow Museum, Peter Oliver, Peter “Iron” Maitland, Peter Hemminger and Jolie Bird at Quickdraw Animation, 

Rebecca Zahn, Ric Liechtung, Richard Trapunski and Chart Attack, Rick and everyone at Golden Age Club, Rick and Susan at 

the #1 Canadian Legion, Ruari and Nudies Jeans, Sara Doucet at Notable, Sarah Adams, Sarmad and everyone at Hifi club, 

Scott Wenger, Scott Andrews and Dose, Sheena Jardine-Olade and Freq, Stacey Bowman and KIND, Steph Russell, Stephen 

Nachtigall, Steven Gallant, Talia Potter, Ted Stenson, Teri Shortreed, Dani DeBoice and First Calgary, Thin Lizzy, Thomas Dinin-

no, Todd Harkness, Todd P, Vanessa Fever, Vanessa Leigh at ION, Veronica Benz, Vickie Chase and CTV, Zak Pashak, Willy 

& May, University of Calgary Film Society, Under The Radar, Tubby Dog, Travel Alberta, Time Magazine, The New Gallery, 

Concorde Group, Sidewalk Citizen, Safeway, Remarkable Experience Accelerator panel, the POP Montreal team, Phil and 

Sebastian, Native Tongues, National Music Center, Music Waste, Integra Solutions Group, Electric Eye, Cousins, CalgaryMov-

ies.com, Calgary International Film Festival, Calgary Hotel Association, Calgary Folk Fest, Beakerhead, Sylvain Beaudry, Justin 

Waddell, Sondra Meszaros, Jenn Jackson.

Most importantly, thank you to all of the festival-goers, artists, venues, partners and supporters of all types who are the 

reason Sled Island is back. Thank you to all who are the reason this year will be even more magical than ever. Sled Island is a 

powerful thing - because of you all. It’s yours and we love you all, true believers.

THanK YOU
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